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INTRODUCTION
Foreign service has been for a number of years my
interest, and the study of the administration and organization
of the Foreign Service of the United States which I have
planned to do in tiiis country constitutes one of the major
projects of my studies.
American Foreign Service, as one important branch
in the Department of State, has its particular form of orga-
nization and administration as compared with the foreign
offices of most other European countries. In its present
structure, the Foreign Service is not merely a branch of the
Department of State serving abroad as a field agency; it
also retains a legal and administrative status separate from
the Department and performs functions for the other Government
agencies as well. The two organizations are in many respects
distinct, although the State Department, subject to advice
from a multi-departmental board, administers the Foreign Ser-
vice, It is therefore, my purpose to study not merely the
functions which the Foreign Service performs for the State
Department , but also the relationship of the Foreign Service
to other relating Government agencies, and the services
rendered for them. Although the supervision of the informa-
tion and cultural relations program is chiefly the work
of the State Department, its operations are closely
44
associated with the work of the Foreign Service. Modern
International relations lie between peoples and not merely
between governments, and the success of foreign relations
depends to a considerable extent on the degree of mutual
understanding existing between the peoples of the world;
these are the reasons why the program of tiie information
and cultural relations shoula be included in this study.
A chapter is devoted to the study of how the
American principle of " checks and balances" applies to the
control of foreign relations and how the executive and the
legislative branch work together for the conduct of American
foreign relations; without it the understanding of American
Foreign Service would be incomplete. Attention is also paid
to the personnel management aspect of the Foreign Service,
including personnel classification, promotion and retirement
system, inspection system, and employment ^ich represent
the greatest reforms of the modem Foreign Service. Another
chapter is written on the Foreign Service Institute which
is charged with the in-serrice training of the Foreign Service
personnel because it is believed that training of the Foreign
Service personnel affects vitally the future of the entire
Service. Finally, a comparison is made on defects of the
old Foreign Service and the Improvements of the reorganized
Foreign Service.
Despite the fact that the establishment of the
American Foreign Service was of comparatively recent origin

and criticism and dissatisfaction have been constantly ex-
pressed from within and outside the State Department, the
) American Foreign Service has achieved much progress and great
reforms through its reorganization in recent years. Since
the establishment of a career service founded on the merit
principle was effected by the Rogers Act of 1924, the
American Foreign Service has been much improved, strengthened,
and expanded by the Foreign Service Act of 1946 and become
one of the most progressive system in the world.
The present study is not an attempt to make a
detailed study of the American Foreign Service due to obvious
limits of time and materials; however, it is an effort to
achieve a proper understanding of the machinery of diplomacy
as an effective agency of American Government in the conduct
of her foreign relations.
Besides reading the books written by authors
specializing in the field of American Foreign Service and
pamphlets obtained directly from the Division of Publications
of the State Department, this study is also based on the
first-hand information obtained from the direct interviews
with the several State Department officers to whom I owe much
gratitude for their constructive advice and valuable assistance.
f
CHAPTER I
THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE
A* Early Development of the Foreign Service
The American Foreign Service was one of the earliest
establlahments of the United States Government. It was actuals
ly established during the War for Independence, and functioned
actively during the period of the Confederation.The outcome
of the Revolution and the establishment of the new nation
depended upon support from abroad, the creation of such a
service was therefore necessitated. Benjamin Franklin,
John Adams, and John Jay were the earliest and most outstand-
ing diplomats. Benjamin Franklin is credited with the title
of America's first " career diplomat". He had actually repre-
|
sented In Great Britain the political and economic interests
j
of several of the British Colonies in America for 20 years ^
prior to the Declaration of Independence. He was the first j
to be commissioned by Congress when he was elected Minister
Plenipotentiary to France in 1778 where he served for nine !
years. John Adams also served as commissioner to Franch in
1777 and as plenipotentiary to negotiate the peace with
Great Britain in 1779. He was commissioned as the first
!
minister plenipotentiary of the United States to Great Britain
i
in 1785. John Jay was appointed plenipotentiary to Spain in
1779 and later as joint commissioner to negotiate peace with
Great Britain.! All their services rendered abroad contributed
1. State Department, The Foreign Servic
e
of the United States
,
Washington: GovernmenFTrinting Office, June"T^48, p.l

much to the Independence of the United States.
The American Constitution established the first
legal basis for the Foreign Service, It is provided that
the President of the United States:
" shall have power, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided
two-thirds of the Senators present concur; and he
shall nominate and by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, shall appoint ambassadors,
other public ministers and consuls, and all
other officers of the United States whose appoint-
ments are not herein otherwise provided for, and
which shall be establisned by law." 1
From this legal basis, the Foreign Service grew,
and upon it still has its roots today.
On July 1, 1790, the Congress passed an act autho-
rizing the President to draw from the Treasury a s\im not
exceeding forty thousand dollars annually for the support
of such persons as he might commission to serve the United
States in foreign countries. An outfit was allowed each
minister to fit him for his post but the total of his salary
and outfit were not to exceed nine thousands dollars per
year. ^
In this early period, the Congress neither created
diplomatic offices nor did it determine grades or ranks. The
first law definitely regulating the diplomatic and consular
services was not passed until March 1, 1855.
1, The Constitution of the United States, Article II, Sections
2. Tracy H. Lay, The Foreign Service of the United States,
New York: PrenTTce -Hail, inc
• ,
i9^, p. IB
i
As to ttie Consular Service, no consular represen-
tation distinct from the Diplomatic Service was made in the
early days. The officers performed both diplomatic and con-
sular ftmctions. The first law precisely defining the powers
and duties of American consular officers was not passed until
April 14, 1792, This initial legislation authorized the
American consuls;
" to receive marine protests and declaration from
masters of vessels, to give copies under the con-
sular seal, to settle the estates of American
citizens dying within the consular district, to
secure property saved from wrecks, to accept the
deposit of ship's papers, and to afford relief to
destitute Amerf. can seamen. " 1
The early history of the United States was the
golden age of American diplomacy as indicated by the success
of the early American diplomats. However, American represen-
tation abroad during the first part of the nineteenth century
declined somewhat in prestige and efficiency. After the War
of 1812, the attention of the country became absorbed in
domestic problems, and matters of international concern were
of secondary importance. The American representation abroad,
being outside tne focus of public attention, fell prey to
the spoils system. The aiplomatic and consular posts abroad
were awarded in repayment for campaign contributions and the
delivery of votes in the elections. 2 Furthermore, consular
1. Lay, 0£. cit . , p. 10
2. J. Rives ChiIds, American Foreign Service, New York:
Henry Holt & Company, 1948, p75

4fees were the property of the consuls and in some instances
amounted to considerable sums of money. This combination
of the spoils system and the fee system made the representa-
tion abroad decline in prestige and efficiency.
The first law definitely regulating the diplomatic
and consular services was passed by Congress on March 1, 1855,
in which provisions were made to prescribe grades, posts,
and salaries both in the Diplomatic and in the Consular Service.
This law was replaced by an act of August 18, 1856, which
contained provisions of far reaching importance and shaped
the development of the Foreign Service for almost a hundred
years. This act established the basis for the present range
of diplomatic salaries as applied to ambassadors, ministers,
and charges d'affairs. It also established the position of
secretary of legation. It defined more precisely the duties
of the Consular officers and placed their compensation upon
a salary basis. A system of accounting for fees was enforced
throughout the entire Service. Furtnermore, the merit prin-
ciple was introduced into the consular serviee by a provision
that a corps of " consular pupils " be appointed by the
President when the Secretary of State had obtained evidence
of their qualifications and fitness for office by examination
or otherwise. This was aimed at the training of a sufficient
number of non-partisan consular officers. 1
1. Lay, 0£. cit., PP. 14-16
(
The act also established an important administrative
principle: tnat the President was authorized to prescribe
from time to time any regulations or instructions not contrary
to the law in relations to the duties of diplomatic and con-
sular officers which he might think conducive to the public
interest. This provision had the effect of giving the force
of law to Executive orders ana other regulations of the
President which formed the basis of all subsequent consular
regulations and instructions to diplomatic officers, 1 Besides,
the salaries of ambassadors were set at $ 17,500 per year,
and of ministers at $ 10,000 • These salary scales were not
changed until 1946.
With the end of the Civil War, the United States
entered upon another prolonged period of indifference to
international affairs, which was a natural consequence of
disordered conditions at home and the demands of reconstructioi .,
For nearly half a century, no fxirther important legislative
action was undertaken towards strengthening and improving
the Foreign Service, The spoils system which persisted througli-
out the Service was continued until 1906 •
In April 5, 1906, Congress passed an act v^ich
provided for a thorough reorganization of the Oonsular Service.
The act classified the posts in the Consular Service into
nine classes, and consul-general and consul were graded
1. Childs, 0£. cit ,, p, 7

according to the importance of their posts. All consular
officers receiving a salary of more than $ 1,000 were prohi-
bited from engaging in business. Moreover, an inspection
system of consulates was set up ana a definite system of
accounting was introduced which put an end to many irregula-
rities. 1
Following the passage of this act. President
Theodore Roosevelt issued an Executive order on June 27, 1906
prescribing regulations governing appointments and promotions
in the Consular Service. It was provided that vacancies in
the offices of consul-general and consul above class eight
should be filled by promotions based upon ability and effi-
ciency as shown in the Service from the lower grades. Vacan-
cies in classes eight and nine were to be filled (1) by the
promotion of consular clerks, vice-consuls, deputy consuls
and consular agents, and (2) by new appointments of candidates
passing a satisfactory examination for appointment as consul.
Furthermore, persons in the service of the State Department
with salaries of $ 2,000 or upwards, were also made eligible
for promotion on the basis of ability and efficiency to any
grade of the Consular Service above class eight. A Board of
Examiners was established to formulate rules and to hold
examinations for candidates seeking admission to the Consular
Service. 2 This Executive order marked the introduction of
1» Lay, op. cit ., p. 21
2. ExecuTive'TJrder, NO. 469,Jttne 27, 1906

7the merit system into the Consular Service.
In 1909, President Taft issued an Executive order
which put the appointment and promotion of diplomatic officers
below the grades of minister and ambassador on the same merit
basis. Moreover, the order directed the Secretary of State
to report to the President the names of those secretaries in
the diplomatic service who had demonstrated special capacity
for promotion to the ranks of chiefs of mission. Thus, after
more than a hundred years, the foreign service of the United
States had at last been established on a merit basis for the
entire consular service and all diplomatic officers beneath
the rank of minister. 1
Another important development in the organization
of the Consular Service was the creation of the Office of
Director of Consular Service on August 5, 1909. 2 The esta-
blishment of the position of Director centralized the adminis-
tration of the service under the newly established system
and it also promoted efficiency in consular activities and
developed the scope ana usefulness of modern consular functions
This Office of Director of Consular Service was later develop-
ed, into the Office of the Foreign Service.
B. The Foreign Service After the First World War
With the growth of Americans prestige and power,
1.Executive Order, NO. 1143, Jovember 26, 1909
2. Lay, og. cit. , p. 28
•

8the Foreign Service of the United States took on new impor-
tance after the first World War. International relations
had become more complicated and the responsibilities of tne
American Foreign Service had increased drastically. The type
of Foreign Service which then existed was entirely inadequate
to meet the new challenge. An elaborate reorganization bill
was introduced by Representative Rogers and when finally
i|
approved by President Coolidge on May 24, 1924 became known
as the " Rogers Act ".^ This act combined the diplomatic and
\
consular services and amalgamated the two branches into a
I
single Foreign Service on an interchangeable basis. It also
provided tnat appointments of the Foreign Service officers
be an open, competitive examination and promotion strictly
on a merit basis. It further established a new salary and
I
retirement scale and also a system of representation allowance
,
Moreover, a Board of Foreign Service Personnel was establish-
ed to administer promotions of the Foreign Service officers.
In short, the Rogers Act of 1924 established a career service
!
combining tne diplomatic and consular branches and fo\mded
I
on the merit principle.
In July 1, 1931, Congress passed the Moses -LinthicTim
Act which carried these improvements another step forward. ^
I The representation and allowances were increased and the
1. Reorganization Act of the Foreign Service, May 24, 1924
H. R. 6357 , Public No. 135, passed by 68th Congress
2. Moses-Linthicum Act, July 1, 1931, H. R. 9110, Public
NO. 715, passed by 71th Congress

animal sick leave and retirement benefits were liberalized.
The entrance requirements were more exacting and a far higlier
caliber of candidates sought entry than ever before. Moreover
the Board of Foreign Service Personnel was placed on a statu-
tory basis in order to regularize its control over promotions.
Another important development of the Foreign Ser-
vice was the incorporation of the foreign activities and the
personnel of the Departments of Commerce, Agriculture, and
Interior into the Foreign Service itself. This was effected
by the reorganization act of 1939, which aimed to remedy the
confusion and waste resulting from the multiple representation
of many Government agencies abroad,"^
After the Second World War, the national strength
ana the increasing importance thrust international leader-
ship upon the United States, The international organizations
have increased prodigiously in complexity and number. The
responsibilities and functions of the American Foreign Servicel
have increased enormously. In order to cope with the changed
conditions of international intercourse, the Foreign Service
itself, in collaboration with experts in many fields and mem-
bers of Congress, planned a new organizational and adminis-
trative structure known as the " Foreign Service Act of 1946
which has become the basic legislation for the Foreign Service
as it operates today. From the point of view of administrative
1, Childs, 0£, cit, , p. 15

organization, personnel management, and training, the present
organization represents a great advance, and the merit system
now finds itself well established.
(
CHAPTER II
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
In his book on the American Diplomatic and Consular
Practice, Mr, Graham H, Stuart points out the specific fxmc-
tions of the Department of State regarding foreign relations
as follows: 1
" 1, To assist the President with advice in the
formulation of the foreign policy of the United
States;
2, To carry on tne diplomatic correspondence of
the United States with other sovereign states;
3, To direct and administer the Foreign Service
of the United States;
4« To advise regarding the acceptance, recall
or dismissal of foreign diplomatic agents and to
assist in tneir reception;
5, To aid in the negotiation, interpretation,
enforcement and teim1 nation of all international
agreements;
6, To assist in the protection of American
citizens and their rights and interests in foreign
coimtries;
7, To be ready to give information regarding the
political economic and social conditions as they
exist in the world. **
In the conduct of the foreign relations of the
United States, the Department of State constitutes the staff
to the Secretary of State who is directly responsible to the
1. Graham H. Stuart, American Diplomatic And Consular Practic e
New York: D, Appleton-Century Co., iy36, pT~7B

President, and the Foreign Service constitutes the field
agency. Fundamentally, the main job of the Department of
State is to help the President to frame foreign policy,
devise appropriate action for carrying it out, and take
such action as has been decided upon. The Foreign Service,
being its field agency, carries out the order and instructions
receiving from the home office.
On the other hand, the flow of reports coming in
from the Foreign Service officers all over the world is the
millstream that turns the intricately meshed wheels of the
Department of State. These are the raw materials upon which
the policy planning staff in the State Department chiefly
depends. Administrative reports go to the various functional
divisions of the Department while the political reports go to
the twenty-one divisions wnich are responsible for particular
geographical areas. These divisions are further broken down
into several sections assigned to hanale relations with
states and other regional units within the divisional area.
The geographic offices are responsible for the formulation
of an over-all policy toward the countries within their
jurisdiction and for the coordination of the programs and
activities of other offices and divisions of the Department,
and of other federal agencies; These officers are Foreign
Service officers dealing with particular countries and have
an intimate acquaintance with the particular countries or
areas for ifdiich they are responsible. 1

Concerning the coordination In policy, and report-
ing
,
regular contacts are maintained with all responsible
divisions of the Department so that changes in procedure and
policy are promptly implemented by Foreign Service officers
abroad. The geographic and functional divisions of the
Department and other Government agencies are responsible for
guiding Foreign Service reporting and for drafting instruc-
tions and evaluating the reports. The State Department must
screen the requests for reports to prevent duplication and
coordinate the requests into a workable set of instructions,
and dispatch them to the proper missions overseas. The Foreign
Service officers abroad are kept informed as to how their
work is being used in the Department, and how effective it
is. liUhen they return the United States on leave or otherwise,
they are brou^t together for consultation with the officers
in the Department who depend on them for information as they
come home.
The actual administration of the Foreign Service
is vested in the Office of Foreign Service, which ranks as
one of the office units within the State Department under
the Assistant - Secretary of Administration. The Office
is headed by a Director-General who is appointed by the
Secretary of State from among Foreign Service officers in
the class of career-minister or in class 1. He is assisted
by a Deputy Director-General and a staff from the Office of
the Foreign Service. The duties of the Director-General

are to:
" administer the Service and perforin the duties
specifically vested in him by this or any other
Act, coordinate the activities of the Service with
the needs of the Department and of other Grovemment
agencies and direct the performance by officers
and employees of the Service of the duties imposed
on them by the terms of any law or by any order
or regulation issued pursuant to law or by any
international agreement to which the United States
is a party, "
The Deputy Director-General acts in the place of
the Director General in the event of his absence or incapacity
Under the Office of the Foreign Service, there are
six divisions within the State Department, namely: 2
1. i^ivision of Foreign Service Planning
2. Division of Foreign Service Personnel
3. Division of Foreign Service Administration
4. Division of Foreign Buildings Operations
5. Division of Foreign Reporting Services
6. Foreign Service Institute
The Division of Foreign Service Planning is charged
with planning for future operations and making the budget.
The Division of Foreign Service Personnel handles all appoint-
ments, assignments, ana transfers of the Foreign Service
officers and employees. The Division of Foreign Service
Administration administers the Service in its various opera-
tions. The Division of Foreign Buildings Operations is charge
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section NO. 201, Public Law 72
J)assed by 79th Congress
2. State Department, Organization Manual, March 1947, SeC. 1.183
I
I
)

with responsibility for the designing, construction, acqui-
sition
,
purchasing, leasing and maintenance of offices
and residences and the furnishing of residences for the
Foreign Service officers. The Division of Foreign Reporting
Service receives requests from other Government agencies for
information on their interested subjects. It coordinates and
schedules economic reporting requests made to the field,
reviews field reporting compliance, and administers the
evaluation of economic and commercial reporting of the
Foreign Service by posts and individual officers. The Foreign
Service Institute is the new body of the former Division of
Training Services. It conducts the in-service training for
the Foreign Service personnel and personnel of the State
Department and of other federal agencies for whom training
and instruction in the field of foreign relations is necessary,
1
Also created within the Department of State is
a Board of Foreign Service which is a connecting link of the
Foreign Service with the top policy officers of the Department.
It is an interdepartmental committee composed of three Assis-
tant Secretaries including the Assistant Secretary of Adminis-
tration who is the Chairman, the Director General of the
Foreign Service, and representatives from the Departments of
Commerce, Agriculture, and Labor and other agencies particular-'
ly interested in matters brougnt up before the Board. 2 fjr^^
1. Interview with Mr. Joseph Gerrety, Secretary of the Foreign
Service Board, State Department, February 4, 1949
2. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section NO. 211 (a)

functions of the Board are to :
" make recommendations to ttie Secretary concerning
the functions of tne Service; the policies and
procedures to govern the selection, assignment,
rating, and promotion of Foreign Service officers;
the policies and procedures to govern the adminis-
tration and personnel management of the Service;
and shall perform such other duties as are vested
in it by other sections of this Act or by the terms
of any other Act." ^
In brief, it is an advisory body whicn brings an
objective point of view to the administration of the Foreign
Service and insures responsiveness in the Service to the
policies of the Secretary of State and his top staff officers.
5
Under the general supervision of the Board of the
Foreign Service, there is established a Board of Examiners
which is charged with providing for and supervising the con-
duct of the entrance examinations for candidates of Foreign
Service officers. The members of the Board at the present
time are the Assistant Secretary of State for the administra-
tion of the State Department, the Director-General of the
Office of the Foreign Service who also acts as Chairman in
the absence of the Assistant Secretary, the Chief of the
Division of Foreign Service Personnel, the Executive Director
of the Board of Examiners for the Foreign Service, an officer
of the Department of Commerce designated by the Secretary of
Commerce and an officer of the Department of Agriculture
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section NO, 211 (b)
2. Interview with Mr. Joseph Gerrety, Secretary of the
Foreign Service Board
, State Department, February 4, 1949

designated by the Secretary of Agriculture, and the Chief of
Examiner of the Civil Service Commission. ^
In sum, the Foreign Service is now administered
by the Secretary of State and his immediate subordinate, the
Assistant Secretary of State for the administration of the
Department; and the Director-General of the Office of the
Foreign Service, The practical administration of the Service
is carried out by the Office of Foreign Service in the Depart"
ment, with the Board of Foreign Service acting as the high-
level and non-service instrument to advise the Secretary.
1. Report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of
Representatives, Reorganization Of The Foreign Service
,
Washington: ^'overnment Printing ^flce, 1946, pTTI

CHAPTER III
THE RELATIONSHIP OP 1HE FOREIGN SERVICE
TO OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Contrary to popular belief, the American Foreign
Service is not merely a branch of the Department of State.
The Department of State directs and controls the foreign
relations in or from Washington, and the Foreign Service
serves abroad* Primarily, it is an instrument of the Depart-*
ment, but it also performs functions for other Government
agencies as well. The Foreign Service supplies information
to all Government agencies. It also executes abroad certain
laws and regulations which at home are the provinces of other
agencies. These services demana very close relationship
between the State Department and other Government agencies.
Before the amalgamation of the Foreign Commerce
Service and the Foreign Agricultural Service with the Foreign
Service in 1939, both ttie Departments of Commerce and Agricul-
ture had their agents operating abroad. Their job was later
taken over by the Foreign Service so as to avoid duplication
of effort and overlapping of functions. ^ Today, the increasing
interdependence of the nations of the world and the growing
importance of the United States have made the services render-
ed by tne Foreign Service for other Government agencies
1. Childs, op, cit.
, p. 14
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1
increasingly complex and important.
The Foreign Service Act of 1946 legally recognizes
the services performed by the Foreign Service officers for the
other Government agencies. It is provided that :
•* the officers and employees of the Service shall,
iinder such regulations as the President may pres-
cribe, perform duties and functions in behalf of
any Government agency or any other establishment
of the Government requiring their services, inclu-
ding those in the legislative and judicial branches,
but the absence of such regulations shall not pre-
clude officers and employees of the Service from
acting for and on behalf of any such Government
agency or establishment whenever it shall, through
the Department, request their services. " 1
The Act also establishes the Board of Foreign Ser-
vice whicn makes administrative policy for the Foreign Service
in the light of the Government's total needs. Its membership
Includes representatives of several Government agencies other
than that from the State Department itself. The Board of
Examiners for the Foreign Service which provides for and super-
vises the conduct of entrance examinations for the Foreign
Service officers also includes representatives of other Govern-
ment agencies. Various interdepartment committees are esta-
blished from tir^e to time as circumstances demand.
There are also liaison officers from the Foreign
Service working in other Government agencies and representa-
tives of other agencies being attached to the Foreign Service.
Furthermore, cooperation is enhanced by the Reserve Officers
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 311
•

of the Service who are drawn from other agencies to nitoich
they return yUaen their tours of duty in the Service are ended
•
Foreign Services officers also serve sometimes in other
Government agencies for a period rangiig up to four year in
the discretion of ihe Director-CJeneral^l
The relationship of the Foreign Service and the other
Govern^ient agencies is specified as follows:
A. Foreign Servic e and the Department of Commerce
The Department of Commerce is specifically charged with
the duty of fostering and developing foreign and domestic
trade, mining, manufacturing, shipping industries, and trans-
portation facilities of the United States, Until 1912, these
activities were mainly confined to the Bureau of Manufactures
j
which was merged with the Bureau of Statistics into a single
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, This Bureau is the i
connecting link between the Department of Commerce and the
Foreign Service; liie link on the Foreign Service side is the
economic reporting and trade promotion system manned by spe-
cially trained officers both abroad and in the home office at
Washington. 2
While the Foreign Service acts abroad as the eyes
and ears of the American business community , the regional
offices of the Department of Commerce act as the eyes and ears
1, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 571
2. Childs, op, cit ,, p, 55

21
of tlie Foreign Service at home. The representatives of the
Department of Commerce gather the information requested of the
Foreign Service by foreign businessmen, such as American
sources of supply, technical developments, and potential
representatives. ^ On the other hand. Foreign Service officers
are called upon to report regularly on foreign economic con-
ditions; to help American businessmen Judge for themselves
the potential opportxmities afforded by foreign markets; to
submit detailed analyses of foreign financial trends and
developments; and to observe in detail conditions and devel-
opments in foreign industries. All of these materials from
the Foreign Service are promptly made available to American
Businessmen through Department of Commerce publications, and
direct contact with American foreign traders and businessmen.
2
Another link between the Department of State and the
Department of Commerce is the tours made by selected commercial
and economic experts of the Foreign Service to visit the lead-
ing commercial centers and industrial plants of the United
States. This brings them up-to-date on the current commercial,
and technological developments of the country, and also gives
them chances to irf orm American businessmen of first-hand im-
pressions aid factual reports of foreign commercial develop-
ments.^
l.Childs, op. cit., p. 56
2. Ibid., p7 57
S.William D. Maddox, " Foreign Service Institute of the United
States Department of State", Higher Education, Vol. Iv, NO. 4,
1947, p.39

B, Foreign Service and the Department of Agriculture
The Department of Agriculture Is responsible for '
the analyzing and disseminating to the American public Informa-^
tion concerning foreign agricultural developments. This
information is gathered abroad and reported by the Foreign
j
Service officers who specialize in agricultural problems.
Agricultural reports of the Foreign Service abroad
cover all foreign developments affecting the export movement
j
of the United States agricultural products, and the movement
|
into United States markets of agricultural products competing i'
with domestic production. Since the United States is one of
the greatest exporting countries of agricultural products
in the world, these reports have an Important influence on
the agricultural policies of this country and affects ulti-
mately the lives of the whole population. In addition to this
the Foreign Service also performs several important adminis-
trative functions for the Department of Agriculture, such as
assisting in the enforeement of plant quarantine and insecti-
cide and ftmglcide regulations,^
The cultivation of greater International coopera-
tion and understanding by the work of the agricultural attache
and the general efforts of the Foreign Service vitally affect
the welfare of the American farmer. It is in the appreciation
of this fact that measures are constantly being taken to
strengthen the cooperation between the Foreign Service and
1, Lay, op, clt., p. 218
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the Department of Agriculture.
C. Foreign Service and the Treasury Department
Except for the armed services, the Treasury Department
is the only government agency which still maintains independent
attaches abroad. These representatives are stationed at a
few important posts such as London and Paris, However, the
Foreign Service furnishes the Treasury Department with most
of the services performed abroad on its behalf, 1
Foreign Service officers are required to perform
a wide variety of functions on behalf of the Treasury Depart-
ment. These include administration of American income-tax
laws, the certifications of the invoices covering imports
into the United States, investigation of costs of production,
market value, tariff discrimination, exchange control regula-
tions, currency depreciation and dumping, detection and re-
porting of counterfeiting of the United States money and se- '
curities and the control of narcotic, 2
I
Moreover, the control of foreign funds during
World War II was an extraordinary service rendered by the
I
Foreign Service officers to the Department of the Treasury,3 I
The Treasury Department also provides facilities
in the Customhouse in New York for visits of Foreign Service
1, Childs, op. cit,, p. 58
2, Ibid ., p. 59
3, THd . , p. 59

officers so tnat they may receive first-hand instruction in
the problems of customs administration. In addition, certain
officers from the Treasury Department are assigned to the
Foreign Service Institute for instruction in all essential
phases of the customs work»^
D« Foreign Service And The Department of Defense
The relationship between the Foreign Service and
the Deparment of Defense is very important. Most American
diplomatic missions are assigned one or more military, navy,
and air attaches. The number of these attaches depends upon
the importance of the country and its military establishments.
Although such attaches receive their instructions from and
report directly to tiie Defense Department, they exercises
their duties under the general supervision of the chief of
mission.
In time of war, the cooperation between the military
and navy attaches and the diplomatic officers is closer than
ever before. There is a constant exchange of information
and the closest cooperation. In the World War II, the Americai
consulates-general and consulates where no military or naval
attaches were assigned were the sole sources in those areas
of military and strategic information of importfiince to the
American Government. Foreign Service officers were everywhere
1. Interview with Mr. Robert F. Hale, Director of the School
of Basic Officer Training, Foreign Service Institute, February
4, 1949

active in the implementation of American policy, such as
preparing lanaing for the American troops, aiding the nations
resisting aggression by the Axis.l Furthermore, '^oreign
Service officers were even detailed to act as political
advisers to the American Commanding officers. A notable ins-
tance was Mr. Robert Murphy's becoming political adviser
to General Eisenhower on the occasion of the North African
landings.
2
Besides, a highly selected group of Foreign Service
officers are enrolled each year in the National War College
for political and strategic studies. A niamber of Army and
Navy officers are also assigned to the Foreign Service Insti-
tute for receiving instructions in foreign relations. Thus,
through greater mutual understanding of both services, greater
effectiveness will be fostered, and greater cooperation achiev-
ed.
1. Ghilds, op. cit.
, p. 61
2. Ibid ., p. 62
5, State Department, The Foreign Service Institute , Washington;
Division of Publications, January 1949, p. 16

CHAPTER IV
THE CONTROL OF FOREIGN RELATIONS
In American constitutional practice, the President
is charged with the responsibility for the conduct of the
foreign relations of the United States, The Secretary of
State is his agent; the Department of State, the staff; and
the Foreign Service, the field agency. 1 However, the powers
of Congress over the control of foreign relations as vested
by the Constitution is also very influential and not infre-
quently in conflict with that of the President, It is in
this dual control of foreign relations that the executive
and the legislative branches have had some of their greatest
struggles.
A. Presidential Control Over Foreign Relations
The American Constitution provides that :
" the executive power shall be vested in a Presi-
dent of tne United States of America .2 i-x-^-^ The
President shall be Commander-in-Chief of the Array
and Navy of the United States, and of the militia
of the several States ;-JJ"'«"«-x- He shall have power,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
to make treaties, provided two-thirds of the
Senators present concur; and he snail nominate,
and by and with the advice ana consent of tne
Senate, shall appoint ambassadors, other public
ministers and consuls ;^^^-'«"2H5- The President shall
have power to fill up all vacancies that may
1. State Department
,
Foreign Service of the United States
,
p.
4
2, Constitution of the United States, IfrtTcTe II. Section 1

happen during the recess of the Senate, by granting
commissions which shall expire at the end of their
next session; l-JJ-JJ""-^"- He shall receive ambassadors
and other public ministers; he shall take care
that the laws be faithfully executed, and shall
commission all the officers of the United States.2*
These powers conferred by the Constitution on the
President have made him the dominant authority in the control
of foreign relations.
The presidential powers in the control of foreign
relations could be further specified as follows:
1. Formulation of Foreign Policy
Although the American ^Constitution does not speci-
fically assign the formulation of foreign policy to the Pre-
sident or to any instrumentality of the Government, it is
under the executive power vested in him that foreign policies
are usually initiated by the Presiaent within the limits of
the Constitution and in harmonyjwith the sentiment of the
country. It is mainly through the exercises of this initiative
that American foreign policies are evolved and given effect.
The President likewise enxinciates broad, general principles
idiich may become the fixed and permanent policy of the United
States. This was true of the doctrine of isolation enunciated
In his farewell address by President Washington and supported
fervently by Presidents Adams and Jeffersons who succeeded
him. ^ It was also true of the Monroe Doctrine which was
1. Constitution of the Uniter" States, Article II, Section 2
2. Ibid ,, Article II, Section 3
3. Stuart, op. ci t.
, p. 42
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enunciated by President Monroe to Congress on December 2, 1823^
and later of the famous open door policy, 1 More recent examples
are best Illustrated in President Truman's foreign policies
such as the Marshall Plan, the Truman doctrine for aiding to
Greece and Turkey, and the latest departure from the American
traditional isolationism by joining the Atlantic Pact, signed
on April 4, 1949.
In his State of the Union messages to the Congress,
the President regularly expresses his opinion upon the foreign
policy to be pursued by the United States, and unless such
policy violates national or international law, the President
can usually make his policy effective. Furthermore,
"messages to Congress that deal with matters of natlonaj,
defense, that report treaties negotiated, that submit
the names of Ambassadors nominated, can be seen to
be a part of the formation of policy. In the larger
sense, every message of the President to the Congress
has its effect on policy because it becomes a part
of the sum total of the declarations of government, "2
This Initiative in the formulation of foreign policy,
however, is not exclusively reserved to the Executive alone.
Both the Senate and House of Representatives feel free at
any time to offer advice in the form of resolution. It happens
not infrequently that :
" Congress may assert its jurisdiction with corres-
ponding vigor, either by urging a particular course
of action upon the President or by seeking to divert
him from a line of procedure upon which he has
already embarked. In the main, the President initiates
1, Robert Aura Smith, Your Foreign Policy
,
How
,
What, And Why
,
New York: The Viking Press, 1941, p. 61
2, Ibid., p. 61
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checked by the advisory and the veto powers of
the Senate in the case of permsinent international
agreements, and by the restrictive powers of
Congress in matters involving appropriations,
or requiring the joint action of the two houses."!
2. Appointment of Foreign Representatives
Among the more specific powers conferred by the
Constitution upon the President is the appointments of ambas-
sadors and other public minister and consuls. Such authority!
of the President, is however subject to two distinct consti-
tutional limitations: the nominations must be confirmed by
the Senate, and all appropriations which may be required to
defray expense must be made by Congress.
Due to the fact that Senatorial approval is required,
a certain amount of political pressure is sometimes put upon
the President with reference to choice diplomatic posts. The
important posts in the Foreign SeiTvlce such as of London and
Paris are always filled by political appointees. ^ Since the
merit principle of the Foreign Service has never been extended
to the class of ambassadors and ministers, it is almost an
unwritten law that upon the inauguration of a new president,
every American ambassador and minister shall submit his resig-
nation to the new president. The tendency in recent years is
to refuse to accept the resignations of the career men in the
Service and to fill a good share of the posts of minister and
a few ambassadorial posts with experienced men. ^
1. Lay, op. cit
. , pp. 43-44
2. Stuart, op. cit., p. 45
3. Ibid ., p. 43
I
3« Appointment of Presidential Agents
Another appointive power of the President Is the
appointment of presidential agent without consulting the
Senate In any way. The whole compensation and expenses of
these agents are paid from the contlgent fund without neces-
sitating recourse to Congress for specific appropriations.
These diplomatic agents are not strictly officers of the
United States nor public ministers, but they are usually
sent for secret negotiations and are given the same prlvilages
and Immunities by foreign governments as are accorded to
public ministers, ^ Frequent controversies have arisen over
this seeming evasion of constitutional obligations, but such
appointments have generally been justified on the grounds
that the powers to negotiate and conclude treaties entitles
the Executive to complete freedom in the selection of agencies
for that purpose,
2
It is generally recognized that the employment of
such presidential agents is a necessary part of the proper
exercise of the power Ydiich is entrusted by the Constitution
with the President, Without such authority, foreign relations
would sometimes be so embarassed w^lfh difficulties that it
would be impossible to conduct them with safety or success.
The precedents also show tnat the Senate, though in session,
need not be consulted as to the appointment of such agents
1, Stuart, op. cit, , p, 47
2, Lay, op , cit ,, p, 45

or as to the instriactions which the President may give them.
The appointment of General Marshall by President Truman as
Presidential agent to China in 1945 with the mission to bring
together the Nationalist Government and the Chinese Communists,
was a notable instance,
4, Power to Receive Foreign Representatives
Correlative with the President's power to appoint
and sena diplomatic representatives is the power to receive
ambassadors and other public ministers from foreign govern-
ments. This power, combined with that of sending diplomatic
representatives, constitutes the power of recognition.
Here, the President seems to have absolute power
unrestricted by any legislative control, and this power of
receiving foreign representatives imposes a great responsi-
bility upon the President because the recognition of new for-
eign states and gDvernments might cause serious effect to
foreign relations. This power of recognition was first used
by President Washington In 1793 by receiving citizen Genet,
by »4iich act he recognized the new revolutionary government
of France,^ The sudden recognition of Israel by President
Truman was another Interesting example,
5, The Treaty-Making Power
Perhaps the most important power possessed by the
President in the control of foreign relations is based upon
the Constitutional provision v4iich states: " he shall have
1. Stuart, op, clt,, p, 49

power by and with the advice and consent of the Senate to
make treaties provided two-thirds of the Senators present
concur, " ^ In as much as treaties have become the fundamental'!
basis of international law, jurisdiction over the treaty-makin
power is essential to the control of foreign relations. It Is
In this field that the President and the Senate have had some
of their greatest struggles.
In the making of treaties, the Senate is officially
uninformed until tiiey are concluded. The practice has been
established for the President to carry on all the negotiations
ana sign the treaty before submitting it to the Senate for
its approval. However, on a number of occasions, the Secretary
of State has consulted with Senators individually and informal-
ly
,
particularly members of the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations as to their attitude towards a possible treaty. On
the other occasions. Senators have been chosen on the commie*
sion to conclude the treaty under consideration, thus making
them to a certain extent responsible in advance for its accep-
tance by their fellow members. President Wilson mi^t have
had greater success if he had given the Senate some represen-
tation at the Versailles Conference, On the other hana.
President Harding was careful to name Senators from both
parties to conclude tne Washington Arms Agreements idiich came
out successfully, 2 The hearty support of the North Atlantic
1, Constitution of the United States, Article II, Sec, 2
2, Stuart, 0£, cit
, ,
p, 53
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Treaty by Senator Vandenberg and many other influential Sena-
tors predicts its successful ratifications by the Senate in
I the near future,
6» Executive Agreements
Another power possessed by the President regarding
power
the control of foreign relations is his^of making executive
agreements i/^ich require no Senatorial ratification, and which
are considered as binding upon his administration, as well as
upon a succeeding administration.^ Sometimes such agreements
are under authority expressly delegated to the President by
Congress, but sometimes he may make such agreements in direct
violation of the expressed will of the Senate. 2
Such agreements usually take the form of an exchange
i
of diplomatic notes, and not infrequently give expression to
important declarations of foreign -policy. The most famous
of such agreements were the Hay Open Door policy of 1899; the
*• Gentleman's Agreement" of 1907 with Japan for the regulation
of immigration, the Root-Tadahira agreement of 1908; and the
Lansing-Ishii agreement of 1917 defining the policy of the
United States in the Far East.^
To sum up, in the American Constitutional practice,
the control of foreign relations is largely within the Presi-
dent's hand although the exercise of this powers is still
^ l.Lay, op. cit
. , p. 62
2. Stuart, op . ci
t
j., p. 56
3. Lay, op. cit.
, p. 63

subject to the check of Congress in certain respects. With
his appointive power, his power to receive foreign represen-
tatives, his treaty-making power, and his power to formulate
policy, he can direct the foreign policy of the United States
into the channel where in he wishes it to flow. The tendency
today is for the President's increasing influence over the
foreign relations ratner than diminishing it.
B. Congressional Control Over Foreign Relations
!• The Powers of the Senate
The Senatorial control over the foreign relations
is expressly recognized in the Constitution by its powers
to advise and consent to treaties of ?hich a two-thirds vote
of those Senators present being essential to affirmative
action, and to confirm, by simple majority vote, the nomina-
tions of the President to tue position of ambassador, or
other public minister, or consul. ^ In each these cases, the
Senate exercises a veto power over the proposals of the
Executive, thus the ps.rticipation of the Senate in ttie control
of foreign relations is direct and very important.
In dealing with treaties, the Senate takes no
cognizance of the proposed text until a copy thereof is
submitted to it by the President as a basis of formal action.
Once a treaty is submitted to it, consent may be given to
1. Constitution of the United States, Article II. Section 2

ratification without cmnge, or to its ratification with
amendments or reservations, or it may be rejected altogether.!
At present, the custom of the Senate seems rather to make
reservations instead of amendments. 2
The dual control of treaty-making of the executive
and the legislative branch has sometimes aroused the greatest
struggles between them. The practice today is for the Presi-
dent to send the Secretary of State to consult with the in-
fluential Senators individually and informally, particularly
members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee as to their
attitude towards a possible treaty. By so doing, some kind
of understanding or compromise may be reached in advance so
that the treaty under consideration may be made more accepta-
ble to ihe Senate for ratification.
As to the appointive powers of the President, the
Senate usually inclines to grant approval of the diplomatic
appointments made by the President in a purely routine fashion
However, a certain amount of political pressure is sometimes
put upon the President with reference to ttie key diplomatic 1
posts. It happens not infrequently that influential Senators
are often able to obtain certain diplomatic posts for their
proteges. It is also true that a Senator who fails of reelec-'
tion is often taken care of by being given a diplomstic appoint-
ment.3 Such procedure is of course not to be expected if the
1. Lay, op. cit
. , p. 50
2. Stuart, op. cit., P. 54
3. Ibid., pT^6
I
Foreign Service is strictly placed upon a career basis.
Besides, the Senate frequently enunciates policy
through its rights of making reservations to treaties and by
Senate resolution. The latter is best illustrated by the
recent Vandenberg Resolution adopted by the Senate on Jujie 11,
1948 which marks a new dexmrture in American foreign policy
from the traditional policy against participation in the
settlement of European political questions to the participa-
tion in collective security arrangement with countries outside
the Western Hemisphere.^
2. The Powers of Congress
The powers of Congress over the foreign relations
as well as the implementation of foreign policy may at times
be as important as that of the President, As a rule, the
legislative branch is less active in the initiation of policy
than the executive branch, however, the appropriation of money
the provision of armies, and the actual passage of statutes
make the legislative branch a real instruments for the trans-
lation of the public will in tne whole policy fie Id.
2
The American Constitution provides the powers of
Congress over the foreign relations as follows:
1. State Department, "Collective Security In The North Atlantic
Area," A Statement of United States Policy on the North
Atlantic Pact, January 14, 1949
2. Smith, op. cit. , p. 64
I
** The Congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the
debts and provide for the common defense ana generajj.
welfare of the United States to regulate
commerce with foreign nations ;-x-5h;"«- to establish
an uniform rule of naturalization. -JJ-Ji-m-"- To define
and punish piracies and felonies comjnitted on
the high seas and offenses against tne law of
nations .^-x-w-ir To declare war, grant letters of
marque and reprisal, and make rules concerning
captures on land ana water ,-35-"-^---«- To raise and sup-
port armies^"JJ-"--J^ To proviae and maintain a navy,***
To make all laws which shall be necessary and pro-
per for carrying into execution the foregoing powers,
and all other powers vested by tnis Constitution
in the Government of the United States, or in any
department or officer thereof, " 1
In the control of foreign relations, the most
effective power of the Congress is the control of appropria-
tions. Through this medium, the House of Representatives is
frequently enabled to assert itself, and to exercise considera^
ble influence even in matter whicn otherwise lie beyond its
jurisdiction. Its role, however, is largely that of control,
not of initiative. In recent years. Congressional declaration
of foreign policy have often appeared as provisions in appro-
priations acts, i(*iich render them fairely immune to veto.^
Moreover, the constitutional prerogative of Congress to levy
tariffs ana handle problem of immigration also affects the
whole range of international relationships.
By far the most important is the Congressional
authority to declare war. War is the extreme measure in the
1, Constitution of the United States, Article I. Sec, 8
2. Lay, op. clt
.
, p. 64

enforcement of foreign policy. A state of war is sometime
j
precipitated by acts of hostility before any formal declara-
tion of war is made, and in this case , the power of Congress
is largely negatived as an instrument of control.
If the Congress uses its legislative prerogatives
to the full, it is possible for legislation to be passed that
will make it extremely difficult for the executive branch to
carry out some of its functions and to accomplish some of
its purposes. The Congress has a right to do that if it so
desires, however, its wisdom may be challenged and the diffi-
culty may be one of reconciling principle ana practice.^
1. Smith, op, cit.
, p. 65

CHAPTER V
DIPLOMATIC DUTIES
The Diplomatic Service Is cnarged with promoting,
safeguarding, and defending the interests and the good name i;
of the United States in foreign countries. It is difficult to
give an adequate description of the duties of the diplomatic '
representatives, as these duties vary with the nature and the
J
circumstances and they has been become more and more compli-
cated because of the increasing importance of American foreign
relations after the first World War, However, the work of the
Diplomatic Service could be generally divided into: 1, Politi-!
cal functions, 2. Economic functions, 3. Social functions,
and 4, Information and cultural relations. These functions
are further explained as follows:
A* Political Functions
1, Observation and Reports
American diplomatic officers are expected to observe
with an intelligent and unprejudiced view point every thing
that takes place about them, and report fully and accurately
wnatever mignt interest the United States Government . The
instructions to the Diplomatic officers state that political
reporting is foremost of the duties of a diplomatic officers, I
The primary objects to be sou^t are:
c
" a. To furnish information and conclusions that
will enable the Department to shape its policy
and furnish its officers with proper instructions.
b. To keep the Department informed of all nego-
tiations in progress and of actions taken by diplo-
matic officers in the furtherance of American in-
terests or for the protection of American national,
c. To give the Department a general idea of the
political situation in a given country with par-
ticular reference to the relations of the United
States toward that country,
d. To indicate the general developments that
affect peace,"
The subjects of these reports will be exceedingly
varied. However, political questions naturally are of primary
importance and the State Department expects a full and un-
biased account of all political question which might in any
way affect the relations between the two countries. Such
reports include any propaganda and political agitations of a
foreign nationalistic or anti-American character, intematlona
alliances and the menance of militaristic or other movements
tending to imparing the security of the United States. The
economic, financial, and sociological developments of the
foreign countries are also observed and reported. In addition
the diplomatic officer is expected to give a description of
the public officers with whom he deals, and evaluate their
abilities and influence. He should give a clear picture of
the diplomatic scene, the relative merits of his collegues.
1. State Department, Instructions to Diplomatic Officers of
the United States, Washington, 1927, VIII, 3
(c
and their respective influence and importance. Even triviali-
ties ana gossip are sometimes of value in diplomatic reports.^
2. Negotiation of Treaties
The negotiation of treaties used to be the highest
function in a diplomat's work and the one which required the
greatest skill and circumspection. Today, if the treaty be
a very important political or military document, the State
Department usually guides every step, or a special mission is
sent to negotiate the treaty. The negotiation of the North
Atlantic Pact was the latest example. On the other hand, with
the increase of non-political treaties such as commercial
treaties, the diplomatic officer is often called upon to work
out bilateral agreements on various social, economic, and
technical matters,
2
If a treaty is to be negotiated by an American
diplomatic agent, he is furnished with the full power of the
President authorizing him to negotiate, conclude, and sign
the contemplated agreement. If tbe proposal originates with
the United States, its diplomatic representative is furnished
with a tentative draft of the proposed treaty to be submitted
to the other government for its considerations. Any modifica-
tions or coumter proposals must be submitted by the represen-
tative to the Department of State, If the proposal originates
1, Stuart, op. cit,, p, 242
2. Ibid,, pT26B
cr
with tne other government, the diplomatic representative
forwards the draft to the State Department and awaits instruc-
tion. The diplomatic representative will only sign a treaty
so advised by the Department.^
After the treaty is signed, the diplomatic repre-
sentative forwards the original to the Secretary of State,
Since all treaties signed on the part of the United States
must be approved by the Senate before ratification, according
to the American Constitution, the United States prefers that
the treaty provide that exchange of ratifications shall be
effected " as soon as possible" rather than within a specified
time.^ Exchange of ratifications is effected by a mutual
exchange of ratified copies by plenipotentiaries of the two
governments,
3, Protection of Nationals
One of the most important functions which the Unitec
States Government requires of its diplomatic representatives
to perform is the protection of American citizens whose rights
have been abused by the local authorities. However, in the
Instruction to Diplomatic Officers of the United States, it is
made clear that the right of the United States citizens to
claim protection is foimded upon the correlative ri^t of
the United States to claim their allegiance ana support, 3
1, Instruction, op. cit , , IX
2, Stuart, op. cTT7, p. 265
3, Instruction, op. cit
.
,
XI, 5, 6
c
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THie Instructions also require a careful examination into the
applicant's grievance. If the complaints are well founded,
the diplomatic representative should interpose firmly but
with courtesy and moderation with the appropriate authorities
and report the case to the Department of State for its further
action if any be required. Since the maintenance of cordial
j
relations with foreign countries is one of the most important
duties of diplomatic officers, the United States Government
does not permit its diplomatic representative to intervene
without specific authority if the claim is founded on contract.
Even in cases of tort, unless the necessity be urgent, it
is expected that the diplomatic officer will communicate with
the Department of State before acting,^
In addition to protection, the American diplomatic
officer is called upon to render all sorts of services to his
nationals, including issuing of passports, aiding destitute
nationals, assisting students and scholars in their research
projects and etc.. In short, as the Foreign Service is the
United States Government's protecting arm overseas, it is
expected that the best protection and every possible services
should be rendered to the American nationals.
4. Extradition of Fugitives
Extradition of fugitives is one of the various
political functions which American diplomatic representative
1. Instruction, op. cit . , IX
f
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is sometimes called to perform. The United States has treatieii
with most foreign countries for the extradition of fugitives
I
criminals upon the demand of the state from which the fugitive
has fled. Without such a treaty the United States does not
regularly either surrender or request the surrender of a
fugitive. If a case arises, the President of the United
States through the Secretary of State instructs the diplomatic
representative to request the provisional arrest of the fugi-
tive pending the receipt of the formal extradition papers.
Such requests are regularly addressed to the foreign office
of the state to mich the criminal has fled. As a general rule,
the function of the diplomatic representative is of purely
routine nature. However, it sometirres requires the ingenuity
and very delicate diplomatic action of the diplomatic officer
to bring about the extradition of a fugitive when the case
is more complicated,^
5, Protection of (Citizens of Third Powers and Care of Foreign
Legations
One of the unusual functions of the diplomatic
officer is the protection of citizens of third power which
happens frequently during the time of war. The United States
Government has often permitted its diplomatic representatives
at the request of friendly countries and with the consent
^
of the jurisdictional government to represent these countries
at such places as the powers requesting have no diplomatic
1. Stuart, op, cit 4.>p. 254
....
representation. This authority is restricted to the granting
of services or good offices of the representative to meet
what is ordinarily a temporary exigency of the friendly govern
ment. These services are performed after the consent of the
jurisdictional government has been obtained and under instruc-
tions from the Department of State. In performing such offices,
the diplomatic officer serves as the agent of the foreign
government, responsible to it for the duties which may be
performed
, ana that government alone is responsible for his
acts. However, he is prohibited by the Constitution from
becoming a diplomatic or consular officer of the foreign
government, Protection of citizens of a third power is mostly
a temperary arrangement, however, there have been occasions
when the arrangement has continued a fairly long period of
time. For example, the United States for a n\imber of years
authorized its diplomatic representatives to use their good
offices in behalf of Swiss citizens in countries where the
2Swiss government was represented. Such services included
the representation of claims, the protection of Swiss citizens
from violence, and the use of good offices in behalf of Swiss
citizens called for military service abroad,
£s to the care of foreign legations, this usually
occurs in periods of severed diplomatic relations or war. In
such cases, the American diplomatic representative is asked
!• Instructions, 0£, cit . , VIII, 18
2. Stuart, op. ciFT, p, 268
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to protect In the state to T«4iich he is accredited the interest J
of nationals of the power whose diplomatic representative
has been withdrawn. Under such circumstances, the diplomatic
officer is expected to aid in facilitating the departure of
the diplomatic and consular representatives of the belligerent
state and its nationals domiciled in the country to viftiich he
is accredited. Furthermore, he also takes over the embassy
or legation, gnaards its archives and perfoms such fimdtions
as are essentially protective in character, 1
6« Participation In International Conferences
Participation in international conferences has
become one of the most important duties of American diplomatic
officers in recent years. The developments of the internation-
al conferences have much increased and diplomatic representa-
tives are often assigned to participate in those conferences
in drawing up multipartite international conventions on a
great variety of subjects. There are at present about 216
international organizations in which the United States Govern-
ment is participating including the United Nations and Pan
American Union. ^ Of these 216 organizations, many were drawn
up with the participation of the American diplomatic represen-
tatives as delegates. The United States has also utilized
its diplomatic officers to serve as unofficial observers
I at a number of international conferences, Joseph Clark Grew
1. Stuart, op, cit,, p. 269
2. State De]3. rtment. International Agencies In Which thfe United
States PaPticipates , Government Printing Office, iy46, p»
-.0
e
was utilized by President Wilson to organize data for the
delegates at the Peace Conference in Paris after the first
World War, and later became supervisor-director of the secre-
tarial staff at the Peace Conference.
1
B* Economic Functions
The increasing economic interdependence of the
nations of the world today has changed the character of the
Diplomatic Service of the United States, In order to meet
this new situation, the Department of State has appointed
to the more important missions minister counselors for economic
affairs, economic specialists, and clerical assistants to per-
form these economic functions. In the Paris Embassy, for
example, there were on January 1, 1946 about twenty-nine offi-
cers and thirty clerical assistants working under the Econmic
Counselor for the discharge of the multifarious activities
of the economic functions,^
The economic functions performed by the American
diplomatic officers are essentially as follows:
1, Commercial Reports
Commercial reporting was formerly a primary function
of the Consular Service. In recognition of the Inseparability
of the economic from the political work, the United States
!• Stuart, op , cit >, p. 267
2, Childs, op , cit ., p, 125

Government also requires its diplomatic representatives to
prepare weekly, monthly, and annual economic surveys and replies
to inquiries from the Bureau of Foreign Domestic Commerce,
Furthermore, American diplomatic officers are instructed to
collect information on behalf of American fir»8 and private
individuals, and to supply foreign enterprisers with exact
information concerning the potential American market for his
product. ^
The work of commercial reporting is put Under the
supervision of the Commercial attach^. He is charged with
the particular duty of supervising the preparation of the
commercial reports for the Department of Commerce and the
general duty of the promotion of trade. There are several
other specialists working \mder him, including specialists
in chemicals and drugs, motion pictures, wines, machinery
ana electrical equipment, insurance, patents, etc, .2 The
number of these specialists is based on the economic relations
of both countries and the necessity to cope with the extensive
range of works,
2, Agricultural and Financial Reports
Agricultural attaches are also assigned to missions
in those countries where agricultural production is important
to the United States, In general, agricultural attaches are
charged with all reporting activities on agriculture required
1, Ghilds, op. cit.
, p. 125
2, Ibidi, pTiS"
ec
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by agencies of the United States Government, They also faci-
litate the introduction, dissemination of information regard-
ing improved seeds and agricultural methods. In short, they
report all useful Information concerning the technology of
agriculture in the country of their residence, ^
The finance attache is expected to report such
subjects as population and migration, national income, indus-
trial production, domestic trade, internal price levels, wage,
employment, foreign trade and all other data T«*iich may assist
in evaluating the financial situation of the country, 2 These
reports are useful not only to the Department of Commerce,
and also many other agencies such as Department of Treasury,
Federal Reserve System, and the Export Import Bank,
3, Aviation and Telecommunications Matters
Due to the increasing importance of the civil air
transport and telecommunication on the present world, the
Department of State has set up an Office of Transport and
Communication under the supervision of an Assistant Secretary
in the Department and assigned civil air attaches and tele-
communications attaches to the diplomatic missions abroad
where these problems are of actual or potential importance.
The duties of civil air attaches are the operation and develop-
ment of airlines, the negotiation of international arrangements
H for air transport and navigation, and the use of airports and
1. Childs, op, cit», 139
2, Ibid.,
f
and the foreign markets for American aircraft. He also makes
periodic reports upon these activities to the Department of
State, 1
recent development. In 1945, the Department of State deter-
mined to appoint to key diplomatic missions telecommunications
attaches in each of the following six regions of the world:
Central America, South America, Western Europe, Eastern Europe,
the Near East, ana the Par East. 2 The duties of telecommranl-
cations attaches are reporting on facilities and developments
with the countries under their jurisdiction, formulating and
,
recommending policies which may best promote American tele-
communications interests, assisting American communications
companies in their operations abroad, assisting in such
negotiation as the United States Government may undertake with
other governments on questions concerning telecommunications,
and assisting private interests, both American and foreign,
in obtaining and exchanging technical information on this
field.
^
To sum up, the increasing economic interdependence
of the international relations today has prompted the United
i
States Foreign Service to develop a new type of Foreign Servic«|
to meet these important demands. It combines in a single offic<
The growth of telecommunications is a comparatively
2. Ibid ., pTTsT
3, IFT^., p. 133
r
the complementary advantages of the diplomatic and of the
consular experience,
I
C. Social Functions
Social functions are a very important part of a
diplomat^a life and the success or failure of his mission
depends vary much on his ability to utilize effectively and
intelligently the maay social contacts which he affords. It
is stated in the official instructions that the American
diplomatic representative should omit no occasion to maintain
the most friendly personal and social relations with the mem-
bers of the government and of the diplomatic corps at the
place of his residence.
1
The newly arrived American diplomatic representa-
tive is supposed to make the first call on his colleagues
of the same rank and hold himself in readiness to respond
to the requests of those of lower rank for appointments.
The establishment of cordial relations with the other members
the diplomatic corps is often as important to the diplomat's
political as it is to his social success. In making the first
official calls on his colleagues, he begins with the dean of
the diplomatic corps and then follows with others in order
I
of their seniority at the post.
2
I* The American diplomatic representative is also
1. State Department, Instructions To Diplomatic Officers of
the United States , March 8> 1927. II, 17
2.''^uart, op~clt.
, p. 272
€I
f
expected to establish cordial relations with the American
citizens residing in the country where he is accredited. As
a general rule, he should be particularly careful to treat
his compatriots on a basis of complete equality. Periodically
he should entertain thcs e whom he considers to be worthy of
this consideration and he also invites at least once a year
the entire colony. He must entertain outstanding notables
from home and his colleagues at other posts when they pass
through the place where he is stationed. Besides, he must
also entertain for various groups of people in tne country
to which he is accredited, such as members of the government,
outstanding industrialists interested in his country»s trade,
professional people of influence, and always in such a way
as to avoid any jealousies or animosities.
1
Another social function of the diplomatic represen-
tative is the drafting of ceremonial communications to the
governcBnt accredited. They are exchanged between the heads
of states on the occasions of certain important events such
as the national holidays, the accession to the throne, the
election of a president, the birth of an heir to the throne,
the death of head of the state, or a royal marriage. All
these ceremonial occasions require letters of felicitation
or condolence. The State Department is responsible for the
drafting of these communications. But sometimes when tne
occasion requires, the diplomat has to do it for himself, 2
l,StHTt, op, cit ,, p. 276
2, Ibid ,, p, 2"^
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As to the acceptance of decorations, presents, and
honors, American diplomatic officers are forbidden to ask or
accept for themselves or any other person, any present, emo-
lument, pecuniary favor, office or title of any kind. 1 Never-
theless, if presents or testimonials are tendered in acknow-
ledgement of services, the diplomat may apply to Congress for
permission to accept them. Many an American diplomats unable
to accept a token of appreciation from a foreign government
while in office, has with perfect propriety received the gift
or decoration after retirement, ^
D« Information and Cultural Relations
Because modern international relations lie between
people and not merely between governments, it follows that the
success of foreign relations depends to a considerable extent
on the degree of mutual understanding between the people of
one country and that of other nations. In order that people
in other countries may receive, in the words of President
Truman," a full and fair picture of American life and of the
aims and policies of the United States Government," 3 the .
United States Government today carries an information and cul-
tural relations program T«hich is vested in the State Depart-
ment's Office of International Information and Office of Edu-
cational Exchange and its staff officers in American diplomatic
1, Instructions, op. cit,, XV.
4
2, Stuart, op. ciTTT 5^83
3, State Department, The Truth About America, Office of Public
Affairs, May 1947, p. 1
c
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posts abroad.
In 1945, the State Department anno\inced the following
program for world wide activities in the field of information
and cultiiral relations:^
" 1. Exchange of students, scholars and technicians,
and other experts with special knowledge and skills,
with the Department of State acting as the coordi-
nating agency for twenty-six government departments
and bureaus having information programs,
2, Maintenance and serving of American libraries
of information in sixty countries abroad.
3. Forwarding to missions abroad, by mail, docu-
mentary material relating to the United States,
Including still photographs.
4. Dissemination of a daily wireless bulletin to
American diplomatic missions through out the world
containing the full texts, or textual excerps of
important official pronouncements.
5. Preparation of photo-exhibits and films for
showing in foreign countries.
6. Continuation of the bimonthly illustrated
magazines in Russian for distribution in the Soviet
Union, where privately published magazines are
barred.
7. Acquiring, adapting, and scoring in foreign
languages of newsreels and documentary films
concerning the United States.
8« Operation under the Department of State of
short-wave brOfidcasting in foreign languages.
The operations of these activities are specified
as follows:
i
l.Chllds, 0£. clt. , p. 146
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1. Library and Institutional Program
There are at present seventy libraries attached
to the United States embassies and consulates in 42 countries
throughout the world which are serviced by the information
and cultural program. These libraries make available both
general and specialized books, periodicals, documents, record-
ings, and art reproductions to foreign officials and to the
man in the street interested in learning about the United States.
Approximately 160,000 volumes about life in the United States
are located in libraries throughoi t the world. Approximately
220,000 readers make use of the library facilities each month
in their efforts to learn more about the United States,
1
Furthermore, there are 71 cult\iral centers set
up in the various important diplomatic posts in Latin America
which are physically independent yet under the supervision
of the diplomatic posts. ^ These centers serve as important
channels for scientific and cultural interchange between the
people of the United States and the people of other American
republics. These are meeting places where Americans and local
residents can become acquainted in a friendly informal atmos-
phere and where American citizens can learn Spanish and Por-
tuguese and the local citizens can learn English. These cer-
ters also provide evidences of American appreciation of the
culture of other countries; as information centers, they aid
1. State Department, The Truth About America
, p. 4
2. Interview with Mr. H. P. Backus, Chief of the Pulbright
Program, Division of International Exchange of Personnel,
State Department, Washington, February 3, 1949

In the creation of an enlightened and cordial public opinion,
based on familiarity with the intellectual aspects of American
life. These centers serve as a complement to the already
wide-spread knowledge of the material development of the
United States.^
Locally inspired and promoted, more than half of
the total operating cost of these cultural centers and English-
teaching programs is defrayed by contributions from the host
government, from nationals of host countries and from North
American business residents, as well as by charges from various
services.
2
In addition, a total of 400 American-affiliated
schools abroad received educational materials through this
program, during the fiscal year 1946, Financial assistance
is provided, as well to private, non-profit, American-sponsorec
schools and universities abroad, through grants-in-aid, to
help ensure that such institutions serve as " show-window" for
the best in the United States educational methods and equip-
ment. Forty-five of tiiese institutions received grants-in-aid
in the fiscal year 1946.
^
2. International -Exchange of Personnel
The International exchange of personnel is another
Important program of the cultural relations field. The cul-
tural relations officers in the various important diplomatic
1. Dorothy Greene & Sherly Esman, Cultural Centers In The Other
American Republic, State Department i^iblication p.
3
2. State Department, Trutji About America
, p. 5
3. State Department, The (iovernment Inrormation and Cultural
=^^^ Relations Program Overseas, January 1947, p.lS^ — --

posts are charged with forwarding Information regarding this
program. This program Includes the exchange of students,
trainees, professors, specialists, and community and profes**
sional leaders ,1
Of the estimated 15,000 foreign students now in the
United States, 500 have received or are receiving outright
financial assistance from the State Department. ^ Deserving
special mention here is the Fulbright Act which was passed
by the 79th Congress authorizing the Secretai*y of State to
negotiate executive agreements with foreign governments to
use foreign currencies and credits realized through surplus-
property sales for sending Americans abroad, maintaining
foreigners at American educational institutions abroad, and
for financing travel for nationals of other co\intries to the
United States for study here providing they do not displace
American students in the American educational institution.^
China, for example, is a country now participating under the
Act of which an Executive agreement was signed with the United
States Grovennment on November 10, 1947. There are about twenty
countries now participating in this program and more may par-
ticipate at a later date.^
Besides, grants are awarded to competent foreign
professors, technicians, and specialists for research, training;
1, Interview with Mr. Backus, February 3, 1949
2. State Department , Truth About America , p.
2
3. State Department, Educational Exchange Under the Fulbright
Act
,
Publication 3197, August 1948, p. 1
4. Interview with Mr. Backus, February 3, 1949
f
and consuJSsLtion in the arts ana sciences in this country, A
program of assistance to foreign trainees in industry of which
persons from Latin America make up the largest number is also
administered. The legal basis for the program is the Smith-
Mundt Act of 1948 passed by the 80th Congress, and the Divi-
sion of International Exchange of Personnel under the Office
of Educational Exchange in the State Department is responsible
for carrying out this program. The foreign governments,
tliirough the channel of the cultural relations officers in the
various diplomatic posts abroad, send requests to the United
States Government, and the Division considers where these i
trainees will be sent to receive their proper training,^
3, Wireless Bulletin and Mail Information Service
A daily wireless bulletin is prepared to provide
official United States Government information for publication
in foreign countries and to keep United Stated diplomatic
personnel abroad informed of important American and world
developments. The bulletin averages 7,000 words daily and is
transmitted in identical form to 42 United Stated diplomatic
missions throughout the world,
^
About three-fourths of each edition is designed
for distribution by the press attaches of the diplomatic
missions to new agencies, newspapers, radio stations, govern-
ment officials, organizations and individuals in various
1, Interview with Mr, Backus, February 3, 1949
2, State Department, Government's Information and Cultural
Program Overseas
, p. TB
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fields^ This section, usually translated into the local lan-
guage before distribution, is made up largely of full texts or
excerpts of State Department, White House or other United
'
States Government agency releases, transmitted without comment*
Reports of important Governmental press conferences. Congres-
sional hearings, and such items as biographies of persons
appointed to important posts are included. The remaining
one-fourth of each edition is transmitted for the information
of diplomatic missions only which includes a report on Americar
public opinion trends, a world news round-up of several hun-
dreds words and a brief reports of shift in the Foreign Service
,
1personnel.
In addition to the wireless bulletin, a mailed
information service directly from the State Department on
typical phases of American life is made available to foreign
newspapers and periodicals , The materials are furnished by
request to the diplomatic missions which included documentary
articles accompanied by photographs, weekly and fortnightly
ro\mdups or newspaper columns reflecting the most recent
American developments in various fields of interest, and ar-
ticles, background reports, and Government agency releases ,2
5, Photo, Pi 1ms trip, and Motion Picture
The State Department also mails weekly to the United
States diplomatic missions abroad packets of photographs for
1. State Department, The Government ' s Information and Cultural
Program Overseas
,
pT~l6 i
'd* State Department, Truth About America
>
p. 5
f
publication in newspapers, and furnishes photo displays for
special exhibition purpose and prepares 35 millimeter film-
strips ranging from 40 to 60 frames each, designed for use
by organizations and in schools and colleges in foreign coun-
tries. In China, films trips currently are being seen by
12,000,000 school children a month.l Photograph exhibits
depicting the story of America at work and play are developed
for display in United States information offices attached
to the diplomatic missions and elsewnere abroad.
The Division of International Motion Pictures under
the Office of International Information in the State Department
is responsible for the motion picture activities of the over-
seas information program. These films are made available to
the public through diplomatic missions abroad together with
projection equipment ana operation services. They reach
audiences in business, community, cultural and youth organi-
zation, church, and school groups which show the various
phases of life in the United States. Films are adapted and
made up in the language versions appropriate to the regions
where they are used. It is estimated that films of this
information program are seen by foreign audiences in excess of
15,000,000 per month.
^
6. Short Wave Broadcasting
Finally comes one of the most important information
1. State Department, The Government's Information and Cultural
Program Overseas
, p. TT"
2. State Department, Truth About America
, p. 7
c
programs, the short wave broadcasting, generally known as
the "Voice of America", It is the radio medium employed to
promote a better imderstanding of the United States abroad
and at the same time in counteracting misinformation about
the United States, There are 36 shortwave transmitters in
the United States ranging from 10,000 to 200,000 watts which
are beaming broadcasts in 22 languages to Europe, Africa,
Soviet Union, Latin America, the Far East and Pacific Area.^
The Division of International Broadcasting is
responsible for the planning, execution ana content of the
programs All programs are written, produced and broadcast
from studio in New York City, The shortwave programs fall
into three main categories; about 26 percent are news, about
47 percent editorial and information, and 27 percent music
and entertainment,^
In terms of good will and international understand-
ing , the Voice of America radio programs are making a signi-
ficant contribution to improvement of the country's foreign
relations.
The sum up, the objectives of the information and
cultural relations program are to support the aims of American
foreign policy and to advance American foreign relations. It
brings to the foreign people a true, well-rounded picture of
1, State Department, Telling America's Story Abroad , Office of
Public Affairs, November 1948, p. 11
2, Ibid., p. 12
cc
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American life by correcting false impressions of America, and
guarding attitudes antagonistic to American policies by faci-
litating exchange of the techniques and knowledge of contem-
porary civilization. This program is now operated under the
general supervision of the Office of International Informatioi
and Office of Educational Exchange in the State Department
together with the collaboration of the 316 cultural informa-
tion officers stationed in the American diplomatic missions
abroad.
1
1. State Department, the Government's Cultural and Information
Program Overseas, p. 26

CHAPTER VI
CONSULAR SERVICES
The Consular Service maintains much more intimate
touch with the lives of Americans abroad than does the Diplo-
matic Service. The latter»s principle job is to execute
policy, whereas the former is responsible for executing laws.
While the diplomatic officers are usually called upon to pro-
tect the larger interests of the United States, the consular
officers look out for ttie property and welfare of individuals
and often act as their representatives. The services rendered
by the consular officers are so numerous that to quote all
of them would be dlmost impossible. However, the most impor-
tant among these services are specified as follows:
A« Protection of Commerce and Navigation
1. Promotion of Trade
Since the United States is one of the countries
in the WD rid which has a great interest in international trade,
it is an essential function of the American consul to promote
his country's trade within the consular district.
The United States Consular Regulations list four
ways in iniiich the consular officer may promote the national
economic interests of tne United States:^
1. State Department, United States Consular Regulations
,
December 1928. Section 589

" !• To endeavor to create each in his own district
a situation favorable to the importations and sale
of the American goods;
2. To submit frequent reports on commercial ana '
other economic subjects both voluntarily and in
reply to particular ins tractions from the Secretary
of State;
3 . To reply to the private Inquiries of American
citizens touching commercial and industrial matters
4. To lend aid and advice to American citizens
having or contemplating business in their several
districts.
In order to fulfill these duties in the most
efficient manner, the ctansular officer is advised to famili-
arize himself with the main facts constituting the economic
life of his district. It requires a study of his predecessor «{
reports and all published material pertinent to the subject
available in his district. The consular officer is also
expected to make personal contact with leading local business-
men ana officers. In order to facilitate the Importation and
sale of American goods, the consular officer must always be
on the look out for new markets for his country's products
and be able to point out the products of merit usable in the
district. He should also display statistical and other publics
tions relating to American trade, directories of manufacturers,
and encourage the use of the consulate as a center of informa-
tion.!
1. Stuart, op . clt. , p. 352
€
2, Trade Reports
In order to perform the function of trade promotlonj,
the consular officer must supply accurate inform; tion in the
j
form of commercial and financial reports. Such reports should!
be based upon official statistics and be presented with the
utmost impartiality. The American Consul is required to
submit a comprehensive annual report on the development of
commerce and industry in his district for the current year.
Such report places the ooiphasis upon the foreign trade, parti-
cularly any changes affecting the export trade of the I
United States. A summary of leading commodities imported
|
is always included as well as the official statistics of
Imports and exports,^
A ccnsul is also expected to prepare periodical '
and special reports during the year in order that the Depart-
ment of State may be kept fully informed on all matters of
interest to the American businessmen. Besides, all consular
officers are encouraged to make trade reports on their oim
initiative from the moment they enter the Service. In the
daily routine of office work, they are brou^t into personal
contact with the foreign business community and first-hand
information is always at their command. The Consular Regula-
tions cite a number of subjects which should especially engage
the attention of consuls in making voluntary trade reports,
1. Consular Regulations, op . c it
.
, Section 597
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such as : General business conditions, the financial and
exchange situation, crop reports, mineral and forestry
I
I development, markets for American products, tariff and customs
regulations, credits and sales conditions, advertising, pack-
ing, particular lines of trade and local products marketable
in the United States.^
The value of consular commercial reports is not
only in keeping American business public accurately informed
of conditions and commercial opportunities abroad, but also
in aiding the Department of State in the solution of foreign
problems and to the shaping of international policies.
3. Certification of Invoices
One of the most frequent duties of a consul is
the certification of consular invoices for shipment of foreign
goods exported to the United States, American customs autho-
rities require a certified consular invoice for every ship-
ment which amounts to more than $ 100,00 in value. ^ These
invoices are prepared on special forms which may be obtained
at each consulate. The invoice, which is certified in tri-
plicate, sometimes in quadruplicate, describes the merchandise
and declares its market value in the country of production
or exportation. The invoice must be signed by the manufac-
turer or exporter who makes a declaration that the facts as
I declared are true. The consular officer, in making his
1
certification, must carefully scrutinize the shipper's
1. State Department, Consular Regulations, March 1932, Sec, 600
2, Lay, 0£. cit ., p, T32

declarations to be certain ana the contents of each container
is clearly stated, that the description of the merchandise
is exact, and that sufficient information is given to permit
the customs to make appriaal. He must also see to it that
all articles and packages are clearly marked to indicate
their country of origin. The object of the consults inter-
position is to aid the customs authorities in verifying
the correctness of the invoice and to prevent frauds. This
presupposes on the part of the consul an extensive knowledge
of the state of commercial ana financial affairs at the locall"
ty of his residence, 1
One of the triplicate invoices is filed at the
consulate, the original is delivered to the person producing
the Invoices or it may be mailed by the consular officer
direct to the caisignee, and the third is forwarded to the
port of entry to which the goods are addressed, A quadrupli-
cate copy may be delivered to the shipper.^
4* Control of Merchant Vessels
The control of American merchant vessels is another
important function of the American consuls. Every master of
a vessel of American ownership sailing from an American port
should deposit his register anfisea letter with the United
States consular officer upon arrival at a foreign port. The
crew list and shipping articles are deposited with the registe
?
1, John W. Foster, The Practice of Diplomacy
,
Houghton, Miff11
1
& Company, New York7~T906, p, 22T"
2. Stuart, op, clt , , p, 361

The requirement for the deposit of ship*s papers includes all
vessels engaged in commerce, also registered American pleasure
craft, but excludes fishing anci whaling vessels. It is the
duty of the consul to see to it that the master of an American
vessel is notified of this requirement, in case he fails to
deposit papers. If he refuses, the consul sends a certificate
of the fact to the Department of State with pertinent informa-
tion and evidence ana a suit will then be prosecuted by the
Government against the vessel. The Consular officer is
authorized to return the ship's papers whenever the master
produces the clearance of hisjvessel from the proper port
authorities and complies with the laws of the United States
regarding the seamen on board. If a master sails without his
papers, the consul must transmit them without delay to the
Department of State with a statement.
^
Besides, the consular officer has the duty to issue
bills of health to vessels sailing to an American port . Such
vessels must liefore clearing obtain from the consul or medica!
officer a bill of health which shows that all necessary sani-
tary regulations for the vessel, cargo, passenger, and crew
have complied,
2
The consular officers are required to furnish
sanitary reports of ports ana places designated by the
1, State Department, Consular Regulations
,
February 1935,
Section 175-188
2. Ibid.. 375
rr
Secretary of the Treasury, These are made weekly and in ac-
cordance with the forms prescribed by the Treasury Department,
If a disease or epidemic breaks out within the consul's dis-
trict, he must telegraph or cable the State Department imme-
diately.^
Furthermore, the consular officers are also required
to render assistance to American vessels in distress. If an
American vessel is wrecked or stranded on the coast within
the jurisdiction of the consul, he is required, as far as the
laws of the country permit, to take proper measures to protect
the vessel and cargo ana to take inventories ana provide for
storage , However, he cannot take possession on occasion
when the master, owner or consignee is present.
2
5. Protection of Seamen
One of the most Important duties of the consular
officers is the protection of seamen. An American consul
is regarded as possessing a sort of supervisory jurisdiction
over an American ship arriving at a port in his consular
district. Unless the peace of the port is disturbed, the
consuls are usually granted jurisdiction to settle disputes
between seamen or between master and seamen ^ich may have
arisen in the course of the voyage. The seamen have the full
liberty to lay their complaints before the consul and ordina-
rily they are allowed to come ashore for this purpose. The
1« Stuart, op. dt. , p. 364
2. Ibid. , pT36l

consul is regarded as tHe adviser and counsel for the seamen
and must see to it that the seaman has the fullest opportunity
to submit his complaint. ^
Every master of an American merchant vessel who
signs on seamen in a foreign port is required by law to engage
the seamen In the presence of the American consul stationed
there. The consul must assist the seamen to understand the
contract which he signs, because of grave abuses that have
arisen through the shipping of seamen by an unauthorized
agent, A seaman is not bound by a clause in a contract which
was not read or explained to him,^
American consuls are also authorized to discharged
a seaman in foreign port upon his own application or upon that
of the master of the vessel if the seaman has fulfilled his
contract, or if he is entitled to a discharged according to
the general principles of maritime or U, S, law, 3 Moreover,
if an American seaman is found destitute within tne consular
district, the consul is required to provide for his subsis-
tence, and his transportation home at government expense, 1^
case a seaman dies on board ship, the consul at the port
must be notified and he may take over the money and effects
of the dead man and remit them to the district court having
jurisdiction over the port of departure, A full report is
sent to the Department of State at a later date.^
1, Stuart, op. cit.
, p. 336
2, State Department, Consular Regulations
,
February 1931
Section 189-191
3, Stuart, op. cit, , p. 367
=4* ibtd,, pTae^rm
i
B. Servlc es Rendered to Nationals
One of the most Important duties of the consular
officers is the services rendered to American citizens abroad.
It is his duty to see that his nationals* rights are respected
in a foreign country and to take all measures which he deems
necessary and useful to accomplish this. It is through its
Consular Service that the United States Government extends a
protecting arm to the entire number of American nationals all
over the world.
1. Protection of Citizens
The Consular Regulations provide that :
" consular officers should countenance and protect
American citizens before the authorities of the
country in all cases in which they may be injured'
or oppressed; but at the same time they should
impress upon such citizens their obligation to
respect the laws of the country where they may be
residing or travelling." ^
In protection of citizens, the consul is specially
instructed to use every endeavor to settle all disputes in
an amicable manner. If he finds it necessary to interpose
with the governmental authorities, he should first take the
matter up with the American diplomatic mission. In the ab-
sence of the diplomatic mission, he may address the Department
of State directly.
Another duty which demands a consul's constant
attention is the assistance rendered to American nationals in
distress. The consul is expected to give the best possible
1. State Department, Consular Regulations , March 1933, Sec, 149
rr
advice under the circumstances. The consul is also instructed
ij
to take care of the estates of deceased nationals. It is
provided that:
" A consular officer is by the law of nations ana
by statue the provisional conservator of the pro-
perty within his district belonging to his country-
men deceased therein. He has no right as a consular
officer, apart from the provisions of treaty, local
law or usage to administer the estate or to aid
any other person in so administering it without
judicial authorization," 1
It is further provided that:
" when no legal representative of the estate is
present, the consul shall inventory the estate
with the assistance of two American merchants,
collect and pay all debts, sell at auction after
reasonable public notice such parts of the estate
as are of a perishable nature and transmit the
balance to the Treasury of the United States to
be held in trust for the legal claimant." 2
One of the important administrative functions assign
ed by the consular officer is the performance of notarial
services. It is provided in the Consular Regulations that
every consul, Miihen an application is made to him, should
administer to or take from any person any oath, affirmation,
affidavit or deposition, and to perform any other notarial
act which any notary public is required or authorized to per-
form in the United States.'^ Such acts, to be valid, must be
!|
certified by the consul under his hand and seal of office.
The consul officer is also permitted to perform these service i
1. State Department, Consular Regulations
,
May 1930, Sec, 409 '
2»State Department, Consular Regulations
,
February 1935, Sec, 385
S.State Department, Consular Regulations
,
May 1930, Section 482
2, Notarial Services
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at his option for nationals of friendly countries,*
Consuls are required to cnarge for all notarial acts
a fee prescribed by law, and every notarial act of whatever
sort, personal or official, must be completely and accurately
recorded in the Record of Fees Book. A consul is liable for
any fee not collected. The fee are used by the consul in
charge for contingent expense, office expenses and clerk hire,
and the balance Is remitted to the Treasury of the United States.
3. Servi; e to Vetersms
The United States Regulations provides that consuls:
" are charged with the general supervision of
veteran's administration activities within their
|districts and in the absence of special instruc-
tions snail promptly submit reports of information 'I
received regarding such activities )i\hich may assist
the Veterans' Administration to discharge efficient-
ly its responsibility to its beneficiaries who
reside in foreign countries, "3
It is also liie duty of the consular officer to
render aid to Veterans' relatives and dependents abroad.
Consular duties in regard to the administration of
veterans affairs started during the first World War. These
services include the investigations of alleged losses of
checks and the fraudulent reception and cashing of checks
when many soldiers were awarded a portion of their compensa-
tion to their parents abroad. This requires a voluminous and
detailed correspondence with tiie Treasury Department, the
local authorities, and the beneficiaries. The consul also
I.Stat e Departmoit, Consulaj Regulations, May 1930, Sec. 482,
2
2. Stuart, op , cit , , p, 391
3. State Department, Consular Regulations , March 1933, Sec. 477
f
takes care of ttie adjustment of veterans « fiscal relations
with the Administration
,
arrangements for medical or mental
^
' examinations, ana hospitalization of diseased veterans.^ These
services have been greatly increased after World War II, wfeich
brought the number of the American veterans to twelve million,
Citizensnip
,
Passport , and Visa Servlc es
1. Citizenship Registration
Another important administrative function of consu-
lar officers is the registration of citizenship. The Consular
Regulations provide:
" principal consular officers shall keep at their
offices a register of persons residing in their
several districts who submit satisfactory evidence
of American citizenship and snail invite all per-
sons in their districts who claim American citi-
zenship to make^the necessary applications for
registration,"
This provision places a definite responsibility
upon the consul to ascertain the names and addresses of per-
sons claiming American citizenship in his district and to
Invite to register.
Consular officers are also required upon request
to record the birth of American children abroad. This requires
them to impress upon American citizens resident in their res-
pective districts the desirability and importance of a prompt
registry of such a birth. In performing this duty, the consul
records the names and sex of the child, the date and place of
1. Stuart, op , cit, , p. 393
2. State Department, Consular Regulations , March 1933, Sec. 173

birth, ihe names and residence of the parents and any other
facts vi*ilch will help to establish fully the identity and
citizensnip of the child. ^ In recording the birth of a child,
the consular officer must require positive proof that the
father or mother is an American citizen,
2, Passport
The issuance of passports is essentially the func-
tion of the Department of State. However, the issuance of
passports abroad has been accorded to the diplomatic ana
consular officers for a number of years. The rules governing
the issuance of passports by the diplomatic or consular offi- '
cers are execeedingly detailed. In general, they are limited
;
to those persons who have already received or been included
in passports subsequent to January 3, 1918, All other persons
except in case of emergency must apply to the Department of
State. Foreign i^ervice officers are specifically instructed
to refer certain types of application to the Department of
State, These include naturalized citizens against whom the
presumption of having ceased to be an American citizen has
arisen, women married to aliens who may have become subject
to expatriation, and persons of doubtful loyalty of an un-
desirable class,
2
The loss or destruction of a passport is a serious
matter. It should be reported and explained to the nearest
consular officer immediately. Before a new passport may be
1, State Department, Consular Hegula tlons, •t'ebruary 1935, sec. 422
2, State department. Cons ular'^gulat Ions, August 1930, Sec, 150
I*
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Issued, a satisfactory explanation of the loss in affadivit
form must be filed and the issue of the lost passport verified
by the Department of State or the office which issued it,^
3. Visa Service
The visa is an indorsement indicating that the
passport has been examined and is authentic. It is affixed
in the country where the passport is issued by the American
diplomatic or consular officer before the bearer shall be
allowed to enter the United States,
The passport visa services of the American consular
officers are applied to tiie passports of non-immigrants who
comprise:^
1, Governmental officials
2, tourists and temporary visitors
3, aliens in transit through the United States
4, bona fide alien seamen
5, aliens doing business between the United States
ana their coimtry under commercial treaties.
No unnecessary restrictions are placed in the way
of granting visas promptly to this group. However, the consul
is expected to make a careful examination to obtain all per-
tinent facts bearing on the true status as non-immigrant of
the applicant.
Another visa service rendered by the consul officer
is the immigration visa. The Immigration Act of 1924 places
1, Staart, op. cit,, p, 411
2, State Department, Consular Regulations
.
July 1932, Section 3
Supplement A
r
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upon American consular officers abroad the responsibility of
keeping immigration into the United States within certain
prescribed limits. These immigrants are divided into quota
ana non-quota groups. The quota-group is divided into a first
preference group consisting of close relatives of citizens of
the United States and skilled agriculturists up to fifty per-
cent of the quota. The second fifty percent of the quota is
divided into second preference aliens and non-preference aliens.
The second preference group includes children and wives of
alien residents of the United States, The non-preference
aliens are those who remain after the first and second prefe-
rence groups have been granted visas.
^
The non-quota immigrants are certain special classes
who may be admitted to the United States at any time regardless
of the quota. They consist of
1. Unmarried children under 21 years of age, wives
and husbands by marriage before July 1, 1932, of
American citizens;
2, Aliens returning from a temporary visit abroad;
3. Aliens born in Latin American Republics or in
Canada, their wives and \mmarried children under 18;
4, Ministers and professors, their wives and un-
married children under 18;
5, Bona fide students at least 15 years of age who
seek to matriculate in an accredited educational
institution in the United States;
6. Women who have lost their American citizenship
by expatriation,
1. state Department, Consular Regulstions
,
Appendix A, July 1932
Section VII, Notes 22^243
2. Ibid. , Section VI
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In granting a non-quota visa, ttie consular officers
are required to verify carefully all statements made by im-
migrants who claim as non-quota immigrants.

CHAPTER VII
EMPLOYMENT IN THE FOREIGN SERVICE
A, Entrance Examinations
The entrance examinations of the Foreign Service
!
officers are given by the Board of Examiners for the Foreign
Service In the State Department, The basic requirements for
the selection of officers for the Foreign Service Is primarily
concerned with determlng whether the candidate has the requi-
site education and those essential and basic abilities, apti- I
tudes, interests, and character traits which inspire confidence
in his capacity for future development as Foreign Service
j
officer. Each candidates *s qualities of mind, character, and
|
personality are closely scrutinized with a view to determiningij
his all-round ability and promise ,1
I
I
Generally speaking, the applicant must be an Ameri-,;
can citizen and have been such for at least 10 years If a
candidate for appointment as a Foreign Service officer; for
at least 5 years if a candidate for appointment in any other
capacity. Applicants must be v/illing to accept assignment
to any foreign post, and if married, must be married to Ameri-'
can citizens. All applicants must be in excellent physical
condition and able to pass a physical examim tion based , '
approximately, on Army and Navy standards. The age require-
ments for Foreign Service candidates must be over 21 and under
'i
1. State Department, Education Preparation For Foreign Service
=Officers and Entrance Examinations
,
Janauary7r948, p. I -

31 years of age as of July 1 of the year in which they apply
for examination. Foreign Service Staff candidates for
clerical positions must be at least 21 and not over 35 years
of age; for technical and administrative positions, at least
30 and not over 46 years of age,"'-
The entrance examinations consists of written, oral
and physical examinations:
1. Written Examinations
The written examinations is ordinarily held annually
in September or October in the Civil Service examination center
in 16 cities within the continental United States, It is al«o
held in Honolulu; San Juan, Puerto Rico, and Panama, if the
number of the candidates is sufficient to warrant it. At
those American diplomatic posts and consulates such as Rejkja-
ik, Iceland, Mobasas, Seoul, Moscow, Kobe, Montevideo, Andaraj
and Cairo, examinations are also held sometimes.^
The nature of the written examinations varies some-
what from year to year. Ordinarily, they consist of a number
of separate tests spread over a period of several days. In
1947, for example, there were four general examinations cover-
ing the following:
1, ability to read the English language with com-
preh.«ision and reasonable speed; breadth and accura-
cy of vocabulary;
l.State Department, The Foreign Service of the United States
,
Division of Foreign Service Personnel ,""1949, p. 1
2 .State Department, Education Preparation for Foreign Service
Officer and Entrance Examination
,
p« 7
3, Neal Standford, " Obstacle Race To Foreign Service", The
Christian Science Monitor Magazine Section, November 6,1^8
i
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2. ability to interpret statistical tables and
graphs
,
3. ability to comprehend simple numerical relation-
I ship, and to make simple mathematical deductions,
range and accuracy of tactual information;
4. ability of expression in written English,
There was a special examination in world history an([
government since 1776, The examination was so constructed
,
that a candidate might if he wished, select questions dealing
with American history and government only. There was special
examination in the principles of economics and a special
examination in modern languages. The four general examina-
tions were given a total weight of 14 points, and the spe-
cial examinations on history and government and on economics
were weighted 3 points each,^
The examination is graded on a percentage scale.
The candidate must obtain a weighted average grade of 70 on
|
the examinations. His grade on this examination is not averaged
with the other grades. The language examination tests the
candidates ability to read with comprehension one or two of
the following: French, German, Portuguese, Russian, or Spanish
A candidate must offer one of tnese lenguages. He may offer
a second, and he can improve his grade if he makes a credita-
ble showing on it, without risking any disadvantage if he failii
to do so,^
1, Stat e Department, Edudation Preparation for Foreign Servic e
Officer and Entrance Examination, p, 2
5, Ibid.-;
I
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Generally speaking, a candidate must have keen
intelligence and a broad general background, he must be able
to handle the English language with skill and fluency, and he
must be well-grounded in geography, modem history, government^
and economics, and a good reading knowledge in at least one
modern language of general utility,
2, Oral Examination and Physical Examination
The oral examination is given to those candidates
who have already passed the written examinations. It is
designed to test qualities of the candidate such as appearance;
manner; diction; readiness, clarity; and precision in oral
expression; forcefulness ; earnestness; effectiveness of per-
sonality; initiative; imagination; resourcefulness; general
adaptability for the Foreign Service; loyalty to the Govemmeiit
of the United States and attachment to the principles of the
Constitution,^
The examiners consist not only of the State Depart-
ment's security officers, but also officers from the Federal
Bureau of Investigation who will put him through a loyalty
check that consists in combining his past school and job
records, in interviewing his neighbors, associates, employees,
and ins true tors,
2
As to the physical examination, it is given to
candidates sucessful in the oral examination before appoint-
ments are made. Candidates must be in excellent physical
I.Stat e Department, Education Preparation for Foreign Service
Officer and Entrance Examination
, p, 9
=2. Stanford,~op. clt , , —

ccaidition fimd able to pass a physical examination which Is
based approximately on Army and Navy standards. They must
also be prepared to accept duty at any Foreign Service post
either upon Initial assignment or by subsequent transfer.
B» Appointments and Assignments
1. Principle Diplomatic Representatives
According to the Foreign Service Act of 1946, the
President shall, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, appoint ambassadors and ministers, ^e may in his
discretion assign any Foreign Service officer to serve as
minister resident, charge d»affaires, commissioner, or diplo-
matic agent for such period as the public interest may require,
1
As the appointment of ambassadors and ministers Is
vested by the Constitution directly in the President, his
rignt to appoint persons to such offices cannot be abridged
by statute. Nevertheless, it is entirely feasible and desi-
rable to provide a procedure whereby the President will be
supplied with names of Foreign Service officers qualified for
appointment or assignment as chiefs of mission, so that he
may have at hand information about such men in making his
selection for a particular position. The Foreign Service Act
of 1946 provides that the Secretary shall from time to time,
on the basis of recommendations made by the Board of Foreign
1, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 501 a. and b.
i
Service , furnish the President with the names of the Foreign
Service officers qualified for the appointment to the class
of career minister which is the hi^est class of Foreign Ser-
vice officers createi by the new Act, ^ No person shall be
appointed into the class of career minister who has not been
appointed to serve as a chief of mission, or in a position
which in the opinion of the Secretary, is of comparable im-
portance,
2. Foreign Service Officers
According to the Constitution, all Foreign Service
officers are appointed by the President by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, All appointments are made to a
class and not to a particular post, 2 and they may be commis-
sioned as diplomatic or consular officers or both, and all
official acts of such officers while serving under diplomatic
or consular status is performed under their respective com-
missions as diplomatic or consular officers,^ jt is clear
that following the enactment of the Act of May 24, 1924, which
amalgamated the Diplomatic and Consular services. Foreign
Service officers have acted in both these capacities eversince
A Foreign Service officer, having been commissioned
as a diplomatic or consular officer, may be assigned by the
Secretary of State to serve in any diplomatic position other
than that of chief of mission or in any consular position.
1, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 502 a
2, Ibid , , Section 511
3, THIcT, , Section 512

He may also be assigned to serve in any other capacity in
which he is eligible to serve, and transferred from one post
to another by the order of the Secretary, as the interests of
the Service require,! Fundamentally, no person is eligible
for appointment as Foreign Service officer of class 6 unless
he has passed the competitive examinations of the Board of
Examiners for the Foreign Service, Foreign Service officers
of classes 1 to 5 are appointed from the persons who have
served in class 6 and rendered at least four years of actual
service in a position of responsibility in the Service or in
the Department. If he has reached the age of thirty-one years
the requirements as to service is reduced to three years. The
secretary shall, taking into consideration the age, qualifi-
cations, and experience of each candidate for appointment,
recommend the class to which he shall be appointed,^ Since
Foreign Service is a career service, most Foreign Service
officers will enter the Service at the bottom ana thereafter
toe given successive promotions from class to class on the
basis of merit. The above provision is ai^red at permitting
the appointment to the Service of particularly well qualified
individuals into the higher classes.
3, Foreign Service Reserve Officers and Staff Personnel
By the terms of the Foreign Service Act of 1946,
officers may be drawn for the Foreign Service Reserve from
1, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 514
2. Ibid ., Section 517
I4
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other Government agencies or private employments. They usually
have specialized technical or professional qualifications and
^
serve in cultural and informational capacities as distinguished
from the political, consular and general administrative work
I
of the career offleers. 1 Reserve officers are appointed by
the Secretary, However, their appointments and assignments
to active duty are limited to non-consecutive periods of not
more than four years* They are appointed to one of six classes
of the Foreign Service officers according to their age, quali-
fications and experience,^ The rank and salary is analogous to
that of the Foreign Service officers performing comparable
duties. They may even be commissioned as diplomatic or con-
sular officers by the President by the recommendation of the '
Secretary.^ Upon the termination of their assignments, they
will revert to inactive status but will continue to retain
their commissions as Foreign Service Reserve officers.
Foreign Service staff officers and employees are
appointed by the Secretary according to their technical qua-
lifications. They comprise chiefly functional and adminis-
trative specialists, and lower down to the junior administra-
tive personnel, couriers, radio operators, clerks, communica-
tions personnel, commissary officers, dispatch agents, code
technicians. Upon the demonstration of ability and performance
,
\ a staff officer or employee may be commissioned as consul by
1. Alona Evans, " The Reorganization Of The American Foreig i
Service", Internatioml Affairs
,
Vol. XXIV, No. 2, April 1948,
p. 214
2. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Sections 522, 523
5, Ibid., Section 524
*
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the President with the recommendation of the Secretary, ^
They may also be com.missioned as vice-consul by the Secretary,
^
This Is aimed at the ellm-inatlon of such discrimination as
might tend to create a gulf between Foreign Service officers
and the personnel of the staff branch which are tv/o major arms
of the Service. It is also intended that the Staff branch
shall be offered an attractive and rewarding career.
C, Salaries and Allowance
1, Salaries
The annual salaries of chiefs of mission are classi-
fied into four classes: Class 1 | 25,000, Glass 2 $ 20,000,
Class 3 I 17,500, and Glass 4 | 15,000. 2 The salaries vary
according to the importance of the diplomatic post in the
foreign relations of the United States,
There are six classes of Foreign Service officers.
The basic salaries for Glasses 1 to 6 range on a descending
scale from | 12,000 for Class 1 through $ 10,000, $ 8,000,
i 6,000, I 4,500 with f 3,300 as the minimum for class 6. The
salary of career minister which is a newly created, class is
I 13,500 . In-grade Increases are provided for each class
with the exception of that of Career Minister. For example,
salaries in Glass 6 progress from the minimum, of | 3,300 to
i a maximum of $ 4,400 by increases of | 200 and the maximum
for class 1 Is $ 13,500 which is the same as the salary for
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 533
2. Ibid, , Section 411
({
Career Minister, Foreign Service Reserve officers are appoint-
ed to one of the six classes of their rank and salary is
analogous to that of the Foreign Service officer of the same
class
•
Foreign Service staff officers and employees are
divided into twenty-two classes. The middle and upper brackets
of this group include senior administrative and fiscal per-
sonnel and specialists having long term appointments as dis-
tinguished from the Foreign Service Reserve officers. From
this senior group, salaries range from $ 10,000 , the maximum
for Class 1 to $ 2,880 the minimum for Class 12, The bulk
of the staff officers and employees is to be found in Glasses
13 to 22 which include junior administrative personnel, com-
mxxnications personnel, guards, couriers, commissary officers.
The salaries range from | 3,240 , the maximum for class 13,
to I 720, the minimum for class 22.2 The salaries of the alien
employees of the Foreign Service are paid according to local
wage scales and fixed by the Secretary of State. The compen-
sation of consular agents which was formerly on a fee basis
is now on a salary basis, the scale of which is determined
by the Secretary.^ Furthermore, a Foreign Service officer who
is authorized to act as charged »affairs ad interim at the post
to which he is assigned, receives in addition to his basic
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 412
2. Ibid ., Section 415
3. TbIS. , Section 417
4. Ibid. . Section 418
i
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salary, compensation equal to that portion of the difference
between such salary and the basic salary provided for the chief
I
of mission,!
2, Allowances
Any Foreign Service officer or employee v/ho is a
citiaen of the United States is granted allowances and bene-
fits as described below:
Wherever Government owned or rented quarters are
not available
,
allowances are granted for living quarters,
heat light, fuel, gas, and electricity, including allowances
for the cost of lodging at temporary quarters, incurred by
an officer or employee of the Service and the members of his
family upon first arrival at a new post, for a period not in
excess of three months after such arrival or until the occu-
pation of residence quarters. Besides, cost of living, re-
presentation and separation allowances are also given. Itl
addition, a salary differential of 25 percent is authorized
for service at posts in which living conditions are difficult
or unhealthy, m.ostly of climatic reasons,^ Moreover, allowan-
ces are also granted to cover expenses incident to transfer
from one post to another and as reimbursement for medical and
hospital expense,
The development of commissary service is also an
^ important method of economic assistance. It is provided in
1, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 421
2, Ibid ., Section 901
3, iHd,, Sections 911, 941, 942
i
the Foreign Service Act of 1946 the Secretary may establish
and maintain emergency commissary or mess services in such
places abroad where such services are necessary temporarily
!
to insure the effective and effiolextt performance of the duties
and responsibilities of all Government agencies located in
any sijch places abroad. The commissaries have been establishec.
in emergency areas of Europe and the Far East where the high
cost of livirg has been augmented by war-induced shortages
of the necessaries of life. This service does not benefit the
Foreign Service officers alone, furtnermore, as a result of
it required standard articles were made available to foreign
stationed personnel at reasonable cost. Without it , the
level of allowances paid by the Govemment would necessarily
have been much higher for there woulo have been no alternative
other than to raise the allowances to extremely high levels.
As it is, the commissary has made it possible to keep allow-
ances at reasonable levels with net savings to the Government, '
D, The Retirements and Disability System
The present Foreign Service Retirement and Disabi-
lity System was originally establisned by the Rogers Act of
1924, and further improved by the Foreign Service Act of 1946.
There was established a special fund known as the Foreign
Service Retirement and Disability Fund, which has been based
Tl Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 921
2, Report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Repre-
sentatives, Reorganization of the Foreign Service
, p, 137
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on compulsory contribution. All Foreign Service officers
eligible to retirement benefits are required to contribute
at the rate of five percent of their basic salaries to the
Fund, The Secretary of the Treasury Department is directed
to cause such deductions to be made and the sums transferred
on the books of the Treasury Department to the credit of the
Fund for the payment of annuities, cash benefits, refunds, and
allowances,^
As to the computation of annuities, this system
provides annuities for career ministers retired at the age
of sixty-five, for officers of Class 1 retired at sixty
without promotion to the rank of Career Minister, for officers
" selected-out" of classes 2 arrl 3 , and for officers who
jj
after serving for a period of not less than 5 years, become
totally disabled or incapacited for useful and efficient ser-
vice by reason of disease or injury incurred in the line of
duty,^ Lump s\:mi payments based on length of service are allote^
to officers" selected-out" of classes 4 and 5, with provision
whereby they may obtain retirement annuities commencing at
the age of sixty-two. The annuities paid to the individual
are equal to 2 percent of his average basic salary, not ex-
ceeding I 13,500 per year for the five years next preceding
the date of his retirement multipled by the number of years
4
of service, not exceeding thirty years.
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 811
2. Ibid ., Section 831 (a)
3. IFIB: ., Section 634
4. Ibll.. Section 821
I
In case an officer dies without having established
a valid claim for annuity, the total amount of his contribu-
tions with interest thereon at 4 percent a year, will be
paid to his legal representatives ,1
The Retirement and Disability System effectually
relieves tne Foreign Service officers of their chief menace;
penury and dependency in declining years. It also affords
an outlet for superannuated officials, thus providing vacant
positions in the upper grades for the steady advancement of
those who merit promotion. It gives to each officer a vested
Interest in the Service, a reason for staying with it, and
an incentive to reach the top.
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 832
5
CHAPTER VIII
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
Under the present system, the personnel adminis-
tration of the Foreign Service is vested in the hand of
the Director-General xinder the general direction of the Board
of Foreign Service.
The major reforms concerning the personnel adminis-
tration effedted by the Foreign Service Act of 1946 are speci-
fied as follows:
A* Personnel Classification
One of the indispensable factors to the success
of personnel administration is a good system of personnel
classification. The Foreign Service Act of 1946 remedies one
of the most serious deficiencies in the old Foreign Service,
that of the total absence of any sort of classification,
especially of personnel other than Foreign Service officers.l
Previously, when the personnel of the Service was relatively
small, such classification was not absolutely necessary. At
present, with the expansion of the Service and its assumption
of new obligations and duties, a good system of personnel
classification is urgently needed. Structurally, the Foreign
j
Service now consists of an integrated organization composed
of six groups, namely: ^
1. Report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, op. cit.
, p.
7
2. Evans, op . cit ., p. 212
{(
!• Chiefs of mission
2, Foreign Service officers
3, Foreign Service Reserve officers
4, Foreign Service staff personnel
5, Alien personnel
6, Consular agents
Their qualifications and responsibilities are fur-
ther classified as follows:
1. Chiefs of Mission
Chiefs of mission include ambassadors, ministers,
and other principal diplomatic representative. Appointments
are made by the President by and with the advice and consent
of tiie Senate from among top-ranking Foreign Service officers
or from among persons in private life eminently qualified for
service in specific countries. For salary purposes, they
are classified into four classes according to the importance
of the diplomatic post in foreign relations of the United
States,
2. Foreign Service Officers
There are seven classes of Foreign Service officers
ranging from class 6 at the bottom to Career Minister at the
top. In addition to shose assigned as Chiefs of Mission, Forei
Service officers include counselors of embassy or legation,
diplomatic secretaries, consuls-general, consuls, vice-consuls
and certain attaches assigned for duty in specialized fields.
The Career Minister is a newly created class established by
(ft
(
the Foreign Service Act of 1946.1 The rank of this class is
held by the occupants of certain key positions, including
those of chiefs of mission, counselor at the largest capitals,
consul-general at the most important consular posts, and posi-
tions of marked responsibility in the Department of State.
^
Promotion to the status of Career Minister is intended to
represent the climax of a distinguished career in the Foreign
Service,
3, Foreign Service Reserve Officers
One of the most important reforms in the Foreign
Service Act of 1946 is its establishment of a Foreign Service
Reserve System. It is provided that the Secretary of State
may appoint persons from other Government agencies or private
employment as Foreign Service Reserve officers for non-conse-
cutive periods of not more than four years, whenever their
services are required by the Service. ^ They are appointed to
any one of six classes, corresponding to classes 1 to 6 of
the Foreign Service officers, depending upon age, qualifica-
tions, and experience, and receive the same pay, allowances,
privileges and benefits accorded to Foreign Service officers
of the same class. Reserve officers must have outstanding
qualifications, and are normally attaches concentrating in
economic, labor, cultural, agricultiaral , and other types of
work requiring extensive experience and a high degree of
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 412
2. Report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, op. clt
.
,p.34
3. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 522
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competence in specialized or technical subject matter. They
may even be commissioned as diplomatic or consular officers
by the President upon ttie recommendation of the Secretary of
State, 1 Upon the termination of their assignments, they will
revert to inactive status but will continue to retain their
commissions as Foreign Service Reserve officers. It is hoped
that when they return to their own fields, they will keep
an interest in the Service and will be the means of better
public relations for the Service ,2 This new personnel tech-
nique of a reserve system has proved of great value to the
Foreign Service in maintaining flexibility in the handling of
personnel requirements.
4, Foreign Service Staff Officers and Employees
There are altogether twenty-two classes of Foreign
Service Staff officers and employees. Foreign Service Staff
officers are mostly technical or administrative personnel
including technical attaches, administrative officers, dis-
bursing officers, personnel officers, security officers, re-
search analysts, and administrative assistants. Employees occu-
py most positions of a clerical or custodial nature. They gene-
rally include stenographer, typist, accounting clerk, code
||
clerk, guard, courier, radio operator, interpreters, translators,
etc., 3 They are appointed by the Secretary of State to the
various classes according to their qualifications, and experien-
ces • Foreign Service Staff officers and employees consist of
1, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 524
2, Interview with Mr. Peter Vischer, State Department , February
epartment , The Foreign Servlc e of the United States ,pi,~^^

the staff branch which is usually called the second major
arm of tiie Foreign Service,
5, Alien Personnel
Alien employees of the Foreign Service are engaged
locally, paid according to local wage scales and are not
eligible for positions involving confidential matters. This
group includes clerks, translators, messengers, porters,
janitors, and maintenance men. Aliens are hired and dischargeil
locally. They do not receive allowances and their pay is
fixed by prevailing local standards , They are very seldom
tranferred ; therefore, they are administered as a separated i
group, 1
6, Consular Agents
Consular agents are American or foreign businessmen
who handle certain commercial activities such as certification
of invoices
,
along with their own business activities, at
places in wliich tlB Foreign Service does not find it practica-
ble to establish regular posts. The compensation of consular
agents which was formerly on a fee basis is now on a salary
basis, the scale of which is determined by the Secretary of
State,
2
The present personnel classification in the Foreign
Service is not only a job description, but also a definition
of the qualifications expected of officers of a given class
1, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Sections 444 and 541
2, Ibid,, Sections 445, 551
(
and the level of responsibility at which they will be required
to work. It eliminates the iinwarranted discrepancies which
existed in the past at many posts where two persons doing
identical jobs received wholly different compensation. Fur-
thermore, this classification insures far superior deployment
of personnel, sounder organization of Foreign Service esta-
blishments, improved operating efficiency, better budgeting,
and training for the personnel of the Foreign Service.^
B. Promot ion Sys tern
The present system of the American Foreign Service
is a " promotion-up or selection-out " system as it is prac-
ticed in the American Navy, 2 Under this system, the Secretary
of State prescribes tne maximum period during which a Foreign
Service officer can remain in his class without promotion.
If an officer is not promoted within this maximum period, he
will be retired automatically from the Service. 3 jt is the
aim of this system to provide for the rapid advancement of
ability by the separation of officer relatively less qualified
for advancemait
.
It is prescribed that Foreign Service officers
from classes 2 to 5 pemitted to remain in the same class
without promotion for the maxim\am period of eignt years. If
1,Report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, op. cit
. , p. 7
2, Evans, op. cit
., p. 213
3, Foreign"^rvIc"e Act of 1946, Sections 633, 634

one should fail to have been promoted within that maximiam
period, he will be compulsorily selected out. However, Foreign
' Service officers of class 1 are not subjected to such regula-
tion. As to the Foreign Service officers of class 6, they
occupy only probationary status, tnerefore, they are subject
to be selected out if the two successive Selections Boards
fail to promote them. However, an exception is made if the
reviews of either of the two Boards covers less than nine
months of regular service of an officer. In such a case, it
would carry him over to the consideration of a third Selection
Board so that he migtit have a fair chance to show his record.l i
Under the Board of Foreign Service, there are es-
tablished two Selections Boards which are charged with the
responsibility of evaluating the performance and recommending
a promotion list of the Foreign Service officers. 2 Board A
reviews the records of Foreign Service officers in classes 2
and 3 and Board B reviews the records of Foreign Service offi-
cers in classes 4, 5, and 6. The Selections Boards are com-
prised of four or five Foreign Service officers together with
one public member wno may be a retired businessman or a college
professor, 3 However, members of Foreign Service officers in
the Board A are required to be Foreign Service officers of
class 1 or Career Minister while in Board B, tney may be offi-
cers below the rank of class 1 so long as they are eligible.^
1. Interview with Mr. Sidney H. Browne, Division of Foreign
Service Personnel, State Department, February 3, 1949
2. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 623
3. Interview with Mr. Browne
4. Interview with Mr. Browne
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In order to avoid any possibility of ill-will or personal
influence, it is provided that no person assigned to service
on any such board shall serve in such capacity for any two •
consecutive years. ^ Consequently, the records of the officers'
are reviewed by independent groups of the members of the Board
each year.
In selection of Foreign Service officers for members
of Selections Boards, the following qualifications are consi-
dered: outstanding record in the Service, good reputation for
fairness, good judgement, the confidence of the Foreign Service
and the State Department In addition to the members of
Selection Boards, there are observers representing the Depart-
ments of Commerce, Agriculture, Labor, and other interested
agencies. The promotion of Foreign Service officers in the
past has been decided by too narrow a group on the basis of
haphazard recoixis. It is intended that the selections boards
could avail themselves of the widest possible basis of evalua-
tion in the case of each officer, and the judgment of several
men would of course provide for better promotion lists.
3
As to the procedure of evaluation, the efficiency
records of those are eligible for promotion are turned over
to the Selection Boards from the Division of Foreign Service
personnel. The members of the Boards meet and review the
records presented. After careful study and comparison, they
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 623
2. Interview with Mr, Browne,
3. Ibid .,

finally make the recommendations for the promotion list« As
to the number for tne promotion, ccaisiderations are given
to the number of vacancies in the various classes, the funds '
available for promotion, and an estimate of the retirements,
deaths, and resignment which are expected to occur in the
ensuing years.
^
As to the length of service eligible for promotion,'
the present regulations require that an officer should have
at least 18 months of service before he is eligible for class
promotion. However, an officer who has served in the Service
for nine months is eligible for in-class promotion which takes
place on July 1st of every year, 2 in the event that an officer
has rendered extraordinarily meritorious service, the Board
of the Foreign Service may recommend to the Secretary of State'
that such officer shall not be required to serve such minimum
period in class as a prerequisite to promotion, and the
Secretary may exempt such officeir from such requirement .3
0. The Separation System
Aside from the reason of lack of promotion as
already discussed in the previous paragraph. Foreign Service
officers may be separated from the Service because of reasons
of old age, unsatisfactory performance of duty, and misconduct
1. Report on tne Committee of Foreign Affairs, op. cit
., p. 88
2, Interview with Mr, Browne
3, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 622
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or malfeasance In office.
It is provided in the Foreign Service Act of 1946
that a career minister other than one occupying a position as
chief of mission shall be retired from the Service and receive
,
retirement benefits at the age of sixty-five. Other Foreign
Service officers shall be retired fror. the Service at the age
of sixty. However, their service may extended for a period
|
not exceeding five years if the Secretary deems it necessary,
Ij
It is also provided that any officer who is at least fifty
years of age and has rendered twenty years of service may be
retired from, the Service and receive benefits upon his own
application.^
Foreign Service officers from class 2 to class 5
shall be retired from the Service in case they fail to receive
promotion to a higher class within the maximum of eight years.
In such case, separation become compulsory as has already been
previously explained. Foreign Service officers in class 6 occ^
py only probationary status, his service may be terminated by
the Secretary at any time.^ This mandatory retirement does not
extends to chiefs of mission since chiefs of mission are ap-
pointees of the President,
Under the regulations as presci?ibed by the Secretarjl,
any Foreign Service officer may be separated from the Service
\ on account of the unsatisfactory performance of his duties or
1, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Sections 631, 632
2, Ibid.,
3, Ibid., Section 636
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of misconduct or malfeasance in office. However, he shall
not be so separated until he has been given a hearing by the
Board of Foreign Service and his defects established. 1 The
officer separated from the Service on account of the unsatis-
factory performance of his duties shall be accorded retirement
benefits as prescribed. However, no retirement benefits are
given to officers separated because of misconduct or malfeasan-
D. Inspection System
The inspection system of the American Foreign
Service was established in 1906. There was created a corps
of five consular inspectors appointed and commissioned by
the President as consuls-general at large, and invested with
broad authority and responsibility to determining the relative
standing of consular officers as regara their efficiency, abi-
lity, ana general fitness. With only five inspectors, it
proved impracticable to cover the entire service as required
by law. Consequently, their number was increased to seven
in 1919 and seven inspection districts or zones were divided
as follows: Eastern Europe; Western Europe; Mexico and West
Indies; Central and South America; Central Asia and Africa;
the Par East; and the British North America.
4
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Sedtions 637, 638
2. Ibid
.
, Section 637, 638
3. Lay, op. cit
. , p. 285
4. Ibid,, p."^5
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The work of consular Inspectors was not confined
to a mere appraisal of men. It embraced every detail of con-
sular practice, the standardization of forms, methods, and
equipment, the furtherance of administrative policy and en-
couragement of service cohesion and esprit de corps . A careful
audit system was also established.
With the inspector's work limited only to the
consular officers, this was found to be impractical and unfair
after the Diplomatic Service &rd Consular Service were amalga-
mated into one single Foreign Service on 1924 by the Rogers
Act. The new Act provided that under the direction of the
Secretary of State, Foreign Service officers should be detailed
for the purpose of inspection to inspect in a substantially
uniform manner the work of diplomatic and consular offices.
Each office is to be inspected at least once in every two years.
Whenever the President has reason to believe that the business
of a consulate or consulate-general is not being properly
conducte'i ana that is be necessary for the public interest,
he may authorize any Foreign Service inspector to suspend
the consul or consul-general, and administer the office in
his stead for a period not exceeding ninety days.l
The Foreign Service Act of 1946 developed the
inspection system another step further, by authorizing the
Foreign Service inspector to suspend any diplomatic officer
except a chief of mission. It also provides that the inspect©;'
1. Roger Act of May 24, 1924, Section 10
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has the right to suspend subordinate officers and to adminis-
ter the offices in their stead.
l|
The rating of an officer in the inspector »s report
takes five main divisions, each being further reduced to five
related subdivisions which form the basis of percentage esta-
j
mates. It consists of rating of character, intellectual and
|
social qualifications, administration, commercial function, !
and service spirit,^
Since the Foreign Service Inspector's job is
|j
ll
one of the most difficult, thankless, and misunderstood tasks
in the Foreign Service, it is tremendously important that the
inspector should have the understanding and cooperation of
every one of the Foreign Service officers in home office and
field agencies, Mr, Howard K. Travers, recently appointed
Chief Inspector of the Foreign Service, has formulated the
following credo for the Inspection Corps:
||
" In the first place, I feel we should dispel the
concepts of some that an Inspector is just another
type of police or truant officer. Because of his
experience and general knowledge concerning the many
phases of administrative and substantive work in
the field and in the United States, an Inspector
should be able to inspire closer understanding and
teamwork betv/een the Department of State and the i
several other end-users in the United States on
the one hand and the field services abroad on the
other, -{i-K-Jte:- The Inspector should act as a friendly
adviser to Foreign Service personnel in an endeavor
to solve any personal problems which may affect
1. Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 681
2. Lay, op. cit
.
, p. 287
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their usefulness to the Service and should rectify
any real grievances. The Inspector should act
as the eyes and the ears of the Director General
in order to keep him fully informed concerning
field conditions and should receive and pass on
the Director General through the Chief of the Ins-
pector Corps any suggestions or constructive criti-
cisms from the field which would result in an im-
provement of the Service.^5-wv-5:- On the other hand,
the Inspector should be in a position to speak
with authority on behalf of the Director General
in the field and through tne Chief Inspector to the
various offices and divisions of the Department
of State.-X"):--;:--::- in order to fulfill its obligations,
the Inspection Corps must be indoctrinated into all
phases of the requirements of the Foreign Service
as well as policy decisions. This should be accom-
plished by requiring each Inspector to return to
Washington every three or four months in order to
be briefed as to existing policies concerning the
district which he is to inspect. In adciition to
discussions with the Director General and the Chief *
of the Inspection Corps, he should sit in informally
in the weekly meetings of the directors of the area
;
offices, thus permitting the Inspector not only to
||
make sure that the field is properly interpreting
i
the State Department's instructions but also to be 'i
in a position to discuss intelligently the problems
of the reporting officers in the field with the
desk officers in the Department of State. The
Inspector should also visit the various end-users
in order to coordinate the views of the field
|
and the Department. -x-x-w-x-It should be the duty of
[
the Chief Inspector to keep fully informed concern-
ing administrative and substantive matters and also i
changes in policy and keep the Inspectors in the
|
field informed." 1
The purpose of the Inspection system is to improve
j
the efficiency and better the teamwork of the Foreign Service
j
i
as a whole. The responsibilities which are borne by the Ins-
\
pectors are heavy. In order to carry out their duties, it is
important that the Inspectors should endeavor to correct any
Injustice or misunderstandings, not as policemen, but as fathei^
confessors and friends.
1, State Department, " Foreign Service Inspectors Are Friends,
1949
r
CHAPTER IX
FOREIGN SERVICE TRAINING
A. The Early Developments
The training for the Foreign Service personnel has
been an old and persistent topic of discussion in the United
States. The idea of training dated back to 1907 after the
j|
reorganization of the Consular service when newly appointed
||
consular officers were given a thirty-day course of ii:struc-
tion in tne Department before proceeding to their posts. In
1909, newly appointed diplomatic secretaries were also assigned
to the Department for instruction, although their training
largely consisted of visiting tne various divisions ana bureaux
of the Department and reading, rather than in having formal
instruction.!
A proposal for the establishment of a National Con-
sular Scnool was introduced in a bill by Representative Frank
0, Lowden of Illinois in 1909 which provided that all candi-
dates for the Consular Service snould be appointed from the
graduates of the School, and that the President retain the
power to make appointment s-at-large only when no graduates of
the School were available. Its establishment was however
i
disapproved by the resolution of the National Business League
of America wnich was then leading the movement for consular
1. Stuart, op. cit ., p. 152
r(
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reform with the allegation that the proposal would exclude
graduates of the consular and commerce schools of the leading
universities which had provided courses to fit young men for
the Foreign Service. 1 Several other proposals on the esta-
blishment of some kind of a Foreign Service academy were made
successively
,
and they also were defeated because they were
considered as being discriminatory toward other universities.
The formal training of the Foreign Service officers
did not come to real existance lantil the establishment of
the Foreign Service School after the Rogers Act of 1924. The
Presidential Executive order of June 7, 1924 authorized the
creation of the School in the Department of State to afford a
period of instructions and probation for new appointees to the
Foreign Service of the United States. 2 The School was put undei
the direction of a Foreign Service School Board composed of
the Undersecretary of State, an Assistant Secretary of State
to be designated by the Secretary of State, the Director of !j
the Consular Service, the Chairman of the Executive Committee ij
of the Foreign Service Personnel Board, and the Chief Instruc-
_ i
tor of the Foreign Service School. ^ Instructions were given
,
to the Foreign Service officers in Foreign Service regulations
and practice and in all related subjects, such as international
law, diplomatic and consular duties, maritime law, the govern-
1 mental institutions, of the United States and the conduct of
1. Lay, op. cit*, p. 327
2. Executive Order, June 7, 1924, Article 25
3. Ibid., NO. 26

iforeign relations. The lecturers were officers of the Depart-
I
ment ana of the Foreign Service wi th a few specialists from
j|
the outside when this was deemed advisable. The Foreign
Service School operated with some interruptions for two decades
i until the establishment of the Division of Training Services
in the Office of the Foreign Service in 1945,1
Over the period of 1933 to 1941, a few officers
in the Foreign Service were assigned to certain university
graduate schools for training in economics and Far Eastern
languages. Some were also assigned to Army and Navy staff
colleges. The Department of State also established limited
training courses for clerical and other employees during the
war.^ All these measures were helpful but not sufficient to
meet the present needs of the Foreign Service,
B, Foreign Service Institute
The present system of the In-servlce training for
the Foreign Service personnel is vested in the Foreign Service
, Institute which was established on March 13, 1947 upon the ,
authority given by Congress in the Foreigji Service Act of
1946, By the terms of the basic statue, the Institute ls:3
" to furnish training and instruction to officers
and employees of the Service and of the Department
and to other officers and employees of the Govern-
ment for whom training and instruction in the field
of foreign relations is necessary," I
1, State Department, The Foreign Service Institute , Division
of Publications, PublTcatlon 3361, January 1949, p. 3
2, Ibid ., p, 9
3, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 701
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In larger terms, the purpose of the Institute,
as stated in the Departmental Orders, ^ is:
" to improve the skills, broaden the understanding,
and develop the abilities of Foreign Service and
Departmental personnel, and other Federal employees
requiring instruction in the field of foreign rela-
tions, by furnishing extensive and systematic train-
ing and by promoting and fostering programs cf study
incidental to such training."
The Institute, for purposes of departmental adminis
tration, operates as a Division in the Office of the Foreign
Service, The head of the Institute, known as the Director,
is appointed by tloe Secretary of State, and is subject to the
general supervision of the Director General of the Foreign
Service and such regulations as the Secretary of State may
prescribe. The duty of the Director is toi^
" establish the basic procedures to be followed by
the Institute; plan and provide for the general
nature of the training and instruction to be fur-
nished at the Institute; correlate the training
and instruction to be furnished at the Institute
with the training activities of the Department and
other Government agencies and with courses given
at private institutions that are designed or may
serve to furnish training and instruction to offi-
cers and employees of the Service; encourage and
foster such programs outside of the Institute as
will be complementary to those of the Institute;
and take such other action as may be required for
the proper administration of the Institute,"
Under the Director, there are four schools each
headed by an Assistant Director, There are the School of
Basic Officer Trainiiig which provides courses designed to pre-
pare new officer personnel for initial field duty, the School
i
1. State Department , Organization Manual ,March 1947, Sec , 1.183
>
2, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 702
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of Advanced Officer Training which concerns with graduate-leve]
instruction in the social sciences fields such as economics,
politics, law, sociology, social pyschology, ana cultural
anthropology, the School of Management and Administrative
Training which provides training programs in the management,
administrative, supervisory, ana clerical field for Department
of State and Foreign Service personnel, and the School of
Language Training which offers instruction in 36 languages for
officers and employees with actual prospective assignments
abroad,^ Besides, there is also a Special Service Branch
which includes the Regis trar»s Office, the Administrative
Office, the Institute Library, and an audio-visual aids section.
The appointments of the faculty and staff of the
Institute are made without regard to civil service regulations
or to political affiliations and solely on the basis of demon-
strated interest in and capacity to promote the purpose of
the Institute,^ Furthermore , on the recommendation of the
Director, the Secretary may assign to tne Institute officers
of the Foreign Service or Departmental officers or, with the
consent of the head of the Governmental agency concerned, axij
other officers of the Government. Included in its present
small faculty are former university professors and instructors
Foreign Service officers and specialists with previous experi-
ence in Governmaat in-service training.
3
1. State Department, Foreign Service Institute
, p. 4
2. Foreign Service Act or ly46. Section 704 a
3. Interview with Mr. Robert A. Walker, Director of the School
of Management and Administrative Training, Foreign Service
Ins titute, Washington, Februai»y 3, 1949
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Because of the variety of personnel for whom train-
ing programs are offered and the different time requirements,
the Institute is maintaining a pattern of instruction ^Ich ,
is different from other private educational institutes. The
|
operations of the Institute fall into six categories :1
1, Full-time instruction at the Institute for periods
varying from a week or so to six months. The regular course
for newly appointed Foreign Service officers of class 6 is now
three months. Foreign Service clerical and staff personnel
||
attend courses of shorter duration. These courses are given
in lectures, class discussion, etc., A one week orientation
program for new Department of State employee and full-time
language classes, running from three to six months are taken
i|
|l
by officers prepared as area specialists,
2, Part-time instruction at the Institute which is
designed primarily for employees working at regular assignment
in Washington, Most classes are operated during office hours
and require tl:^t the employee he released from his desk for
that period. Evening seminars are held in a few instances,
3, Organized and supervised on-the-job training in
|j
the Department which is specially designed for some types of i
technical instruction, particularly in the administrative and
clerical fielas. The Institute arranges with the appropriate
division of ttie Department to set up and operate supervised
training of their own employees or brief work assignments for
the training of other employees,
1. State Department, Foreign Servio e Institute, p, 5
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4, There is training which is detailed to other
institutions from the Institute by utilizing the facilities of
other agencies and institutions to the maximum extent con-
sistent with efficiency and economy. Training assignments
have been worked out with the Department of Commerce, National
War College and some university graduate schools .fhis includes
the studies of economics, trade requirements and some language
and area courses,
5, Programs are also established by the Institute
at some Foreign Service posts for language, administrative
practices and office procedures. The School of Language
Training maintains a school at Peiping for the second and final
year of training of Chinese language officers. At half a dozen
other Foreign Service posts, organized language instruction
has been established under the initial direction of a member
of the Institute's staff or one of its trainees.
6, The Institute also plans to develop training
materials for extension courses by corresponding with officers
and employees at posts abroad.
With regard to the training periods and program of
the Foreign Service officers; it differs from one another
according to the class and requirements of the officers. The
newly appointed officer of class 6 is provided wi th a basic
three-months' course at the Institute to introduce him to
the requirements and functions of the Service and to assist
him to mal3 a rapid adjustment from his experience as a
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civilian in America to the role of a (jovernment official living
and working among foreign peoples. 1 This training program
usually starts at January 10 and lasts until April 15 of the
same year«2 Courses in this training program includes such
general subjects as responsibilities of the Department of
State and the Foreign Service in the conduct of international
relations, the United Nations and other international organi-
zation^, relations with foreign officials and with press and
public at 'home and abroad, and the understanding of foreign
peoples down to detailed subjects as the duties of Foreign
Service officers including political and economic reporting,
trade promotion and protection, nationality and passport work,
protection of citizens abroad, notarial and other legal services,
and services to veterans. Administrative practices and proce-
dures are also given in this program including personnel,
buildings, equipment and supplies, transportation, communica-
tions, finance, and security, ^ During the last week of the
basic training program, trainees are sent to New York for a
visit to the Shipping Commission, Custom House of the Depart-
ment of Commerce, and Commission of Trade Promotion, During
this period, students see how the actual administrative work
of the different related Government agencies are operated so
that they will be well prepared for the work which they will
soon be assigned,^
1. State l3epartment
,
Foreign Service Institute
,
p.
6
2. Interview with Mr. Kobert F. Hale, Director of the School
of Basic Officer Training, Foreign Service Institute, February4, 1949
3. State Department, Foreign Servic e Institute
.
p. 12
4. Interview with Mr.HTobert TTTTaTe I
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Officers of class 5 are to be given a " basic year"
of training in the School of Advanced Officer Training which
calls for a period of three to six months at the Institute with
the remainder to be spent at desk assignments in tne Department
of State and other agencies. It is hoped that this program will
be inaugurated in the 1950 fiscal year. This course aims to
j|
brief officers thoroughly in all recent and current develop-
"
ments in American foreign policy, to instruct them in techniques
of political, economic, and sociological analysis, to sharpen
their perceptions in such fields as public opinion formation
and propaganda analysis, to prepare them for administrative
responsibilities in the field, and in general, to lay a foun-
dation for their future careers.
1
Officers who have attained class 4 will be given
training of a greater specialization, which include language
and area specialization and functional specialization.The ob-
jective of the former is that the Foreign Servic e officer should
acquire a thorough understanding of foreign peoples ana should
develop effective ways of communicating with them in aiding
the Implementation of national policy, and the later is usuall;)^
in some one of the several economic fields involved in the
work of the Service such as economic development of underde-
veloped countries and international commodity arrangements.
This training of greater specialization is given in the Insti-
tute or to some other university graduate schools, and other
1. State Department, Foreign Service Institute
, p. 13
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Government agencies sijch as Departments of Commerce, Agriculture,
or Labor. ^
Selection for assignment to tne i^ational War College
is opened to class 3 and a few of class 2 officers. This is
a ten months course ana provides practice in the process of
reaching judgments in the light of an analysis of the political,
economic, and strategic factors bearing on a problem. This
course at present is available to eleven Foreign Service offi-
cers and six Departmental officers.
2
The final stsge of Foreign Service officers training
exists only in project form. It is planned to establish for
small numbers of class 1 and 2 officers who are scneduled for
top assignments in the Service a period of informal study-and-
conference instruction. This training stresses all phases
of recent American policies and tne grounds upon which policies
were developed; the basis of diplomatic strategy, and the pro-
cesses and techniques of negotiation. Important recent nego-
tiations would be reviewed and analyzed, not only tnrough the
,
medium of documents, but through conferences with the officials
who participated therein,
^
The American Reorientation Seminars given in the
School of Advanced Officer Training deserves special mention
here. It is designed for personnel who have been out of the
country for a considerable period so as to bring them up-to-da1 e
1. State Department, Foreign Service Institute, p.
7
2. Ibid ., p. 8
3. Tbld.
, p. 8
((
on the ciirrent political, economic, social and technological
aspects of the changing American scene. It is a program of
roiind-table discussions, held the first week of each month.
Subjects covered are American economic conditions and prospects,
social and political trends, public opinion on foreign affairs,
and military strength and preparedness. Speakers are selected
from inside and outside tne Government.^ In this connection,
a selected number of officers will be sent on planned tours
to visit industrial plants, agricultural communities, and other
places to get in toucn with the "grass roots" of the country.
For men and women wno spend most their lives abroad but who
must, nevertheless, remain thorougnly American, this sort of
experience is extremely important.^
Anotner course worthy of mentioning here is the
study of cultural and psychological factors in international
relations. It is a system.atic approach to the problem^ of
understanding ana dealing with foreign peoples. It is a week-
ly two-hour seminar lasting for 12 weeks for senior Departmen-
tal and Foreign Service officers. It is conducted by a member
of the Institute staff with the assistance of university pro-
fessors in the fields of anthropology, sociology, and social
psycnology. The objective of this st\jdy is to ground its
trainees in a basic understanding of human nature ani human
behavior, ana to provide them with practical skills and
1. State Department, Foreign Service Institute, p, 13
2, William p, Maddox, " Foreign Service Institute of the Unite!
State Department of State", Higher Education
,
Vol, IV, No. 4
October 1947
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insists for dealing with human beings in all the diverse
regions and cultures of the world,
1
The Foreign Service training of the past, both in
academic institutions and in the Department of State, was
not fully adequate to meet tne post war challenge. The
Foreign Service Institute today is the first successful in-
service training organ for Foreign Service officers. It also
represents the first attempt to develop a comprehensive and
full-rounded training program for all categories and levels
of civilian Government personnel in the field of foreign
relations.
1. Frank Snowden Hopkins, " The Foreign Service Institute Today",
New York Times Magazine, December 5, 1948
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CHAPTER X
THE REORGANIZATION OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE
A, Defects in tiie Old Foreign Service
The American Foreign Service had many defects and
deficiencies prior to the Rogers Acts of 1924 which marked
a new epoch for the American Foreign Service. A few of the
most outstanding defects are specified as follows:
1, Inadequacy of Compensation
The first and the most important defect in the old
Foreign Service was the fact that only men of wealth could
afford to accept the important posts because of the inadequacy
of compensation .This was easily explained by the fact that
American Ambassador at London received an annual salary of
$ 17,500 with no additional allowances of any kind while the
British Ambassador at Washington receives an annual salary of
1 12,500 and an additional lump sum allowance for represen-
tation which brings his total compensation up to approximately
1 97,350 The difference between these two totals of com-
pensation was what the American ambassador was expected to
pay out of his own pocket for the privilege of representing
the United States. Accordingly, the choice of principal
diplomatic representative was restricted first of all to a
few men of wealth who were willing to serve and spend and who
migit not possess ability or fitness for the positions,
1. Lay, op. cit p. 230
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The compensation paid to the otner diplomatic
officers were also inadequate to cover the necessary expense
required for their positions. The higiiest salary was that of
diplomatic secretary class one who received $ 4,000 a year.
Officers of this class were usually designated as counselors
of embassy or legation. There was no assurance of promotion
to ttie grade of minister, even after a life-time of training
and experience, or by recognization either for demonstrated
ability or distinguished service. Thus, the most to which I
a diplomatic secretary mignt aspire was only $ 4,000 a year.^
Therefore, appointments were necessarily restricted to young
men of wealthy families who were able and willing largely to
pay their own way, A situation of plutocracy was existing
throughout the entire Service which was a fundamental contra-
diction to American institutions,
2, Abuse of the Appointment
As a career service, the Foreign Service is of com-
paratively recent origin. During the period from 1789 to 1855l
relatively little statutory control was exercised over the
selection of diplomatic and consular personnel . In selecting
men to fill these positions in the Foreign Service, the Presi-
dent was not actually free under his consitutional powers, to
appoint men of experience and ability, or even those who re-
flected his ov/n political views. His range of choice was
1, Lay, op, cit.
, p . 237
2, Evans, op , cit ., p. 206
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restricted both to men of wealth and great political pressure.
Diplomatic appoin tn^ents were awarded to those \«ho had contri-
buted generally towards to campaign funds of the successful
party. This political bestowal of diplomatic appointments
blocked the promotion of trained diplomatic officers. Natural-
ly, the number of young men who were able to finance a career
of this cJiaracter was also very limited, and the proportion
of those who were likely to possess the qualification was
smaller still. The field of selection was therefore very limit-
ed, and the result was that Foreign Service was not able to
attract the best talented, but become victoms of the abuse of
both spoil and cast system,
3. ServjbD e Interchange Impossible
Before the amalgamation of Diplomatic and Consular
Services into a single Foreign Service effected by the Rogers
Act of 1924, the two services were of seperated branches and
the interchange of diplomatic and consular personnel was im-
possible. The scale of compensation of tne consular officers
was much higher than tnat paid in the corresponding grades of
the diplomatic service, while the burden of expenditure arising
from the nature of the work was generally lighter. The grade
of consul-general, class one, corresponded in rank to that of
counselor of embassy in the diplomatic service, whereas the
salaries attaching to these two positions were $ 12,000 and
$ 4,000 respectively. No further evidence is required to
demonstrate the impracticability of an interchange of personnel.

It would scarcely be feasible to transfer a consul-general of
high rank to diplomatic positon of like rank on one-third of
his consular salary. 1 Furthermore, the interchange of person
nel of both services was barred by the administrative regula-
tions which provided that:
" transfers from one branch of the Foreign Service
to another shall not occur except upon designation
by the President for examination and the successful
passing of the examinations prescribed for the
service to which such transfer is made. Unless the
exigencies of the Service imperatively demand it,
such person to be transferred shall not have pre-
ference in designation for the taking of the exami-
nation or in appointment from the eligible list,
but shall follow the course of procedure prescribed
for all applicants for appointment to the Service
which he desires to enter," 2
In fact, a consular officer might be eminently fit-
ted for work of a purely diplomatic character whereas his ap-
titude for consular work might have less distinctive. Con-
versely, a diplomatic officer might have displayed unusual
ability in matters relating to consular practice. Their career
was limited because their service could not be interchanged.
Moreover, the diplomatic service was effectually closed to
the consular officers, being the superior of the two services,
there developed a sort of rivalry between them which not in-
frequently took the form of prejudices and producing an at-
mosphere devoid of the essential spirit of cooperation,'^
1. Lay, op, clt . , p. 246
2. Execu"^rve"15rder November 26, 1909, NO, 1143
3. Lay, op, ci t, , p, 247
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4* Limitation of the Career
No promotion was made to tne grade of minister in
the Consular Service. Because of no prospect of promotion
beyond the grade of consul-general, the Consular Service was
led to an impasse. Since there was no provision for retirement,
there was no outlet for the many high-ranking officers who
were advanced in years and actually beyond the age of active
service. As the hope and prospects of many younger officers
were dependent upon room for advancement, tne foreclosure of
these positions proved destructive of morale and discouraging
to the service spirit. Since little prospect of rewards either
in distinction or compensation could be expected, many of the
best officers were forced to consider other means of Hying
and many were tempted away by business which offered them
much better compensation. Likewise in the diplomatic service,
no diplomatic secretary could be promoted to the grade of
minister by merit unless by special appointment by tne Presi-
dent, Furthermore, the diplomatic officers below the grade
of minister was placed on a civil service basis in 1909, and
the stability of its system rested solely upon the insecure
basis of a presidential Executive order. 1 It had no statutory
status, and at any moment might have been swept away or thrown
)\ open to political appointments by the stroke of a pen.
1, Executive Order, November 26, 1909, No. 1143
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B» The Reorganized Foreign Service
The Rogers Act of 1924 and the Foreign Service Act
of 1946 were enacted with a view not only to correct the defects
of the old Foreign Service, but also to Improve
,
strengtnen,
•and expand the Foreign Service so that it my be adequate for
the conduct of foreign relations of the United States in the
postwar world.
The major reforms of the two reorganization acta
are as follows:
1. Creation of a New Foreign Service
The Rogers Act of 1924 consolidated the Diplomatic
and the Consular Services into a single Foreign Service. There
was created the new official designation and title of Foreign
Service officer below the grade of minister. These officers
are subject to promotion on merit and may be assigned to duty
in either the diplomatic or the consular branch of the Foreign
Service at the discretion of the President.^ All the diploma-
tic secretaries and consular officers have been recommlssloned
as Foreign Service officers. All future appointment to the
Service is to be made under this title which has become the
exclusive source of remuneration.
An officer in the Foreign Service may hold three
commissions, one as Foreign Service officer which controls
his salary status; another as consular officer which authorizes
him to act in a consular capacity; and the other as diplomatic
1. Rogers Act of May 24, 1924, Section 2

officer which empowers him to perform diplomatic duties, Foreigi
Service officers assigned to the consular branch will act under
their consular commissions, whereas those assigned to the
diplomatic branch will act under their commissions as diploma-
tic secretaries.! The nev/ title of Foreign Service officer
does not, therefore, abolish or supersede the title of diplo-
matic secretary or consul. It is merely the common source on
salary and the hinge of interchangeability.
2. Increase of Salary and Representation Allowance
Another important improvement of tne Rogers Act is
the granting of representation allowances. It provided that
the President was authorized to grant to diplomatic missions
and to consular offices at capitals of countries where there
was no mission of the United States representation allowances
out of any money which may appropriated for such purpose from
time to time by Congress, the expenditure of such representa-
tion allowance to be accounted for in detail to the Department
of State quarterly under such rules and regulations as the
2
President mi^t prescribe. The granting of representation
allowance lessened the demands on the private fortunes of the
ambassadors ana ministers ana rendered it practicable to pro-
mote a greater number of trained officers to those positions.
The inadequacy of the salaries has been a constant
complaint of the Foreign Service officers. The salary scale
1. Rogers Act of 1924, Section 4
2. Ibid
.
, Section 12
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was fixed by Rogers Act in 1924 and although salaries were
Increased by the general Federal pay raises of 1945 and 1946,
they have fallen far behind the increase in the cost of living,
1
The Foreign Service Act of 1946 again raised the salary scales
and increased the allowance wl th a view to correct the abuse
of the old system and that men of brains and ability could
join the Service regardless of their private means.
The Foreign Service Act of 1946 provides for an
increase of salaries of chiefs of mission from $ 17,500 to
$ 25,000 for class one, and $ 20,000 , $ 17,500 , and | 15,000
for the other classes. ^ The basic salaries for Foreign Ser-
vice officers of classes 1 to 6 also received appropriate
increase raaging on a descending scale from | 12,000 for class
1 through $ 10,000, $ 8,000, $ 6,000 and $ 4,500 . Other staf]*
and employees in the Foreign Service also received increase in]
their compensation. The new range of salaries introduced by
the new reorganization act, if still inadequate, has helped
the Foreign Service officers to meet their required expense
to a considerable extent.
3. The Ney/ Promotion and Retirement System
As have already been discussed, the ForeignService
Act of 1946 introduces a new " promotion-up and selection-out"
system with regard to its promotion policy. Under this system
,
the Secretary of State prescribes the maximum period during
!• Report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, op, cit
. , p.
5
2, Foreign Service Act of 1946, Section 411
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which a Foreign Service officer can remain in his class without
promotion. Officers who fail to win promotion within that
period will be separated from the Service. It is the aim of
the new promotion system to provide for the rapid advancement
of men of ability by the separation of officers relatively
less qualified for advancement.
Furthermore, the Retirement and Disability system
which was introduced by the Rogers Act of 19 24 was further
improved by the Reorganization Act of 1946. It would be futile
to attempt to construct a permanent service without an outlet.
,
All positions in the upper classes would soon filled up with
men who were advanced in years and actually beyond the age
of active service. This condition would soon clog the Service
and block all prospect of promotion on merits This new retire-
ment system not only opens an outlet for officers who have
attained years beyond the age of active service, but also offe;'s
more security and protection and protection to the officers
in their declining years.
4* The Foreign Service Reserve System
One of the outstanding features of the Foreign
Service Act of 1946 is its introduction of the new Foreign
Service Reserve system. The system marks a departure in the old
pCT" Sonne 1 technique and had proved of great value to the
Foreign Service in maintaining flexibility in the handling
of personnel problem. It not only provides for an efficient
and flexible means of acquiring the temporary services of
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specialists in all fields, but also improves the public rela-
tions of the Foreign Service.
5. In-Service Training for Foreign Service Personnel
With respect to the training for Foreign Service
officers, the Foreign Service Act of 1946 introduced something
more than the revamping of former policy ana procedure by
establishing a Foreign Service Institute. The Institute provid< s
for a comprehensive system of in-service training available no1
only to all officers and employees in the Service, but also to
officers of the other Government agencies interested in the
field of foreign relations. In addition to furnishing basic
practical training for new Foreign Service and Department of
State personnel, the Institute also provides graduate-level in-
struction in the field of international, political ana economic
affairs for officers at various stages during their career, Th^
Foreign Service Institute not only develops the skills and abij
lities of the individual officers in the Service, but also stiJ
mulates progress toward efficiency, better teamwork, and the
esprit de corps of the entire Service. I
With the assumption by the United States of its new
role of worla leadership in the international affairs, the AmeJ
rican Foreign Service has had the most critical diplomatic job
in its history. After the reorganization under both the Rogers
Act of 1924 and the Foreign Service Act of 1946, the Foreign
Service has been greatly strengthened and improved; and has beJ
come an effective agency for the service of the United States
anvftTniTnftTif. 1*i 1 ha nftw rnlft as an ftfitlvft 1 Ai^der In world polttiJa
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CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSION
The study of the organization ana administration of
the Foreign Service of the United States has convinced me that
it is an effective and progressive system so far the adminis-
trative functions, personnel management, and training are con-
cerned. However, I share the feeling of some of the reformers
within and outside the State Department that if the American
Foreign Service is to be made a really efficient machine for
the implementation of American foreign relations, some kind
of basic reform toward the closer union of the Foreign Service
and the Department of State is urgently needed,
'
Two distinct characteristics of the present American
Foreign Service are discernable: 1. It is a career service
marked by a high esprit de corps and offering professional
opportunities designed to attract the best intellects, 2, It
is a disciplined and mobile corps of trained men who serve
not just the Department of State, but the entire Government.
The first is illustrated by its recruitment system on the basi i
of competitive examination, its advancement by merit principle
,
its progressive" selection-out" promotion system, its retire-
'ment system, its inspection and its in-service training. The
later is explained by the Foreign Service Reserve system which
marked a new advancement on personnel technique and the variou i
functions performed by the Foreign Service for the other Gover: i-
ment agencies.
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It is Interesting to note that the increasing eco-
nomic interdependence of the nations of the world today has
changed the character of the American Foreign Service. Aside
I from the traditional political and social functions, the signi-
ficant trends of the functions performed by the Foreign Service
today is the emphasis on economic affairs and the information j
and cultural relations. The economic functions which were
primarily the functions of the Consular offices have now become
the very important work of the diplomatic missions. The econo"
mic functions performed by the American diplomatic officer
are so thorou^ that the American people is greatly benefited.
The development of information and cultural relations is of
comparatively recent origin, however, due to the fact that
success of foreign relations today depends more on the mutual
understanding between the peoples rather than the governm.ents,
the importance of this services should not be neglected.
Turning to personnel management, some of the most
outstanding features of the Present Foreign Service deseirve
our special attention: The Navy system of " promo tion-up or
selection-out" introduced to the Foreign Service is indeed a
great progress in its promotion policy. This system not only
provides for the rapid advancement of men of greater caliber
by separation of officers relatively less qualified for advanc >-
ment
,
but also has the advantage of strengthening the morale
of the whole Service corps. The retirement ana disability sys-'
tern, on the other hand, opens an outlet for promotion for younger
officers and also insures the aecurlty of the Foreign Service i

officers In their declining years. The personnel ir.anagement
is further strengthened by the inspection system which is
aimed at increasing the efficiency and strengthening tne e sprit
de corps of the whole Foreign Service,
Another important reform in the personnel policy Isjl
the establishment of a Foreign Service Reserve system which has
proved of great value to the Service in maintaining flexibility
in handling of personnel. This system not only provides for I
an efficient and flexible means of temporary service of special-
ists in all fields, but also improves the public relations of
the Foreign Service. It is, therefore, highly recommendable
to the foreign offices of the countries where personnel pro-
blem is always felt.
The in-service training now carried out by the For-
eign Service Institute is by far the most daring undertaking
of the Foreign Service. The Institute is not only aimed at
improving the skills, broadening the understanding, and devel-
oping the abilities of Foreign Service ana Department personnel,
it is also the first attempt to develop a comprehensive and
full-rounded training program for all categories and levels of
Government personnel in the field of foreign relations. In
terms of its training program and its developing of a more
human approach for diplomacy, it represents a great progress
of in-service training.
Nevertheless, the reforms ana progress achieved by
the m.odern American Foreign Service enumerate! above can not
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conceal its weakness. Some kind of more basic reform on the
relation between the Foreign Service and the State Department
obviously is necessary. The American Foreign Service today,
though serving the State Department as a field agency abroad,
still retains a legal and adm.inis trative status separate from
the State Department, The State Department, and the American
embassies, legations, ana consulates abroad, wnich together
make up the diplomatic and consular machinery of the United
States, are now served by tv/o separate groups of personnel,
the Departmental personnel enrolled under the ordinary Civil
Service system and the Foreign Service personnel under its
own regulations. This division of forces between a Foreign
Service centering on a separate corps of officers inevitably
leads to serious friction and increased inefficiency. Further-
more, it is also a source of jealousy and inequality of compen-
sation among offiicers doing much the same v/ork. Curiously
enough, such a division of personnel in foreign service has
been abandoned in all but a handful of countries, and the
United States is the only great power in wnich this situation
still exists.
Criticism over this situation and proposal over its
reforms have been suggested within and and outside the State
Department. Mr, Edmund A, Gullion, in an article entitled
" Towards An Amalgamated Foreign Service"^, points out that:
1. Edmund A, Gullion," Towards An Amalgamated Foreign Service",
The American Foreign Service Journal, Vol, 26, NO. 1. January
TM9, p. 9 ^ ^
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" few members of either Service would agree about '
the extent or importance of the cleavage between
the Foreign Service and the Home Service, but few
will deny that something of the kind exis ts .-"-"-"-is-
Yet the gap is there and any one who has been around
the Department in the last four years knows that
much time and tact has gone into successfully bridg-
ing it. It would, be a mistake to exaggerate its ii
importance, but if a well-conceived and carefully
executed amalgamation accomplished nothing else it '!
should remove that hazard."
He also points out the advantages of a single servlo6
would be:
" unity of command, homogeneity of personnel, flexi-
bility in operation, capacity for expansion, simpler
budget procedure, and simplified relations with other
departments and the public." 1
He further suggests an amalgamation of the Foreign
ii
Service with the State Department into a unified Foreign
Affairs Service but emphasizes that the new Foreign Service
should be outside the Civil Service and the consolidation
should be gradual.
In its recommendations concerning the organization
of the Department of State, the Hoover Commission on Organiza-
tion of the Executive Branch of the Government also proposes
that the personnel in the permanent State Department establish-
ment in Washington and the personnel of the Foreign Service
above certain levels should be amalgamated over a snort period
of years into a single Foreign Affairs Service obligated to
serve at home or overseas and constituting a safeguard career
group and administered separately from the general Civil Service,
1. Gullion, op. cit
. , p. 9
2, Text of the Hoover Commission on Organization of the Execu-
tive Branch of the Government, Recommendation NO. 20

Whether the proposal of the amalgamation of the Department
of State and the present Foreign Service into a iinified
Foreign Service would be passed by Congress is not what we
are in a position to predict. However, sucn a consolidation
of the two separate branches doing the same job is by all
means a matter of urgent necessity.
With the assumption by the United States of its new
role of positive leadership in international relations, the
entire nature of the responsibilities of the American Foreign
Service has changed. The policy of isolationism has been
abandoned and the international problems which must be dealt
with by the United States Foreign Service have achieved a
greater magnitude ana complexity. The American Foreign Service
as the first line of defense and as an agency responsible for
the conduct of American foreign relations, has achieved much
progress. Yet it still awaits further reforms before it can '
effectively shoulder up the enormous responsibilities which
are placed on it today.
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ABSTRACT OP TEE THESIS
With the abandonment of her traditional iBolationlsn
and the assumption of her new role of positive world leadership
in international affairs by the United States, the responsibi-
lities of ttie American Foreign Service has greatly increased
and become much more complicated. The Foreign Servic e person-
nel, as the shock troops of the United States foreign policy,
serving its first line of defense in peace time, evidently has
had the most critical job in its history.
The American Foreign Service is not only tne fidld
agency of the Department of State; it also performs various
functions for the other Government agencies and sometimes exe-
cutes certain laws on behalf of them. These services are so
numerous and important that they affect directly the welfare
and prosperity of the entire American population.
With the increasing economic interdependence of the
nations of the nations of the world today, the weight of the
functions performed by the American Foreign Service has shiftec
from the political and social sides to the economic field.
Service which formerly was performed by tne Consular offices
alone become the main functions of the diplomatic missions.
The notion that we can live in a self-enclosed economy and
build up a prosperous country by spurning exports and ignoring
the economic state of other countries is outmoded; no nation
I

can live in a state of economic seclusion and the fortunes
of each are bound up with the fortunes of all. This truth Is
well illustrated by the various economic functions now per-
formed by the American Foreign Service. On the other hand,
the information and cultural relations program has added new
weight to the modern Foreign Service. It is realized that
modern diplomacy is not merely the maintaining of friendly
relations betv/een governments, but the promoting of better
mutual understanding of the peoples of the world. The American
Foreign Service, under the supervision of the Department of
State, has had great achievements in this aspects and the In-
fluence of the United States felt by the rest part of the
world is due to a considerable extent to the success of this
functions.
As to the personnel administration, greater reforms
and progress have been achieved since the Rogers Act of 1924
which was further strengtnened by the Foreign Service Act of
1946, The amlgamation of the diplomatic and consular branches
into a single Foreign Service was the first drastic reform
toward the much progress of the modern Foreign Service.
Other reforms which well deserve appraisal include the Foreign
Service Reserve system which marked a new departure from the
old personnel technique and provides an efficient and flexible
means of gaining the temporary services of specialists in all
fields for the entire Service. The new promotion system pro-
vides for the rapid advancement of men of better ability by the
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separation of officers less qualified for advancement. The
separation system opens an outlet for tne promotion of the
junior officers and the retirement system insures the security
for the entire Service corps. Finally, the inspection system
which improves the efficiency and the better team work and
further strengthens the esprit de corps of the entire Service.
By far the most important is the new in-service training now
vested in the Foreign Service Institute which offers the most
com.prehensi ve and progressive training to the Foreign Service
officers and to the other Government personnel. It not only
develops skills and abilities of the Foreign Service officer
for their future career, but also trains the most competent
Foreign Service corps which are demanded of the American
Foreign Service today.
tration and personnel management, American Foreign Service today
still possesses one very serious defect in its basic organiza-
tion, namely, the division of Foreign Service personnel and the
ij
State Department personnel which causes serious friction and
l|
inefficiency now existing in the two separate units serving
||
the same Service, Proposals for a closer union for the Foreign
Service and the State Department have been suggested within
and outside the State Department in recent years, it is now
crystallized into the recommendations of the Hoover Commission
on the Reorganization of the Executive Branch of the Government'
that the Foreign Service and the State Department be amalgamated
Inspite of the merits and progress on its adminis-

into a new Foreign Affairs Service. In view of the unity
of command, homogeneity of personnel, flexibility in operation
simpler budget procedure, and simplified, relations with other
departments and the public, nothing is more important than
this basic reform if the American Foreign Service is to become
an effective instrumentality of the United States Government
in the implementation of the American foreign policy
•
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